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Abstract
Braun, John Joseph (Ph. D., Aerospace Engineering Sciences)
Remote Sensing of Atmospheric Water Vapor with the Global Positioning System 
Thesis directed by Professor Judith Curry
Signals from the Global Positioning System (GPS) are used to retrieve the 
integrated amount of water vapor along the path between a transmitting satellite and a 
receiving station. This integrated quantity is called slant water vapor (SW). 
Measurements of SW allow for an improved assessment of the spatial distribution of 
water vapor within the atmosphere. This technique is developed and validated 
through simulations and comparisons to similar measurements from a pointing 
microwave water vapor radiometer. Absolute accuracy of zenith scaled SW is found 
to be 1.5 mm with a relative precision that is better than 0.5 mm. Dual and single 
frequency GPS stations are used to measure SW. Previously, only dual frequency 
GPS stations have been used for atmospheric remote sensing. The use of single 
frequency stations, which are significantly less expensive than dual frequency ones, 
allows for a denser placement of stations. The effects of the ionosphere on single 
frequency GPS observations are eliminated using global ionosphere models and 
double difference processing with short station separation. Networks of GPS stations 
are deployed in the Southern Great Plains of the United States. Combining SW 
measurements from all stations within a dense network allows for an estimation of the 
three dimensional distribution of water vapor above the network. This tomographic 
technique is improved by including vertical profiles from radiosondes. The retrieval 
of SW is utilized during the International H2O Project 2002 (IHOP_2002). Significant 
water vapor structure is observed within the atmospheric boundary layer, including 
dry line convergence and horizontal convective rolls. Tomography results computed 
during squall line passage indicate elevated levels of water vapor in the free 
troposphere prior to the onset of rainfall. A statistical analysis of the results obtained 
during IHC)P_2002 show coherent water vapor structure across horizontal lengths 
ranging from less than 1 to almost 100 kilometers. A significant diurnal cycle of 
atmospheric water vapor variability is also found.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 The Significance of Water Vapor in the Atmosphere
Water, in its three phases, is a foundation for life on Earth. The transitions of 
water from one phase to another regulate the temperature o f the Earth’s surface 
making it hospitable for mankind. The global transport of water acts to redistribute 
energy around the world and is a driving force in its climate and weather system. The 
research presented here improves the characterization o f one component oi the 
Earth’s hydrological cycle, atmospheric water vapor.
Water vapor is both the most abundant and most variable green house gas in 
the atmosphere. It affects the Earth’s radiation budget, energy transfer, cloud 
formation, and precipitation distribution. For radiation transfer, water vapor absorbs 
both downwelling solar and upwelling longwave radiation. For energy transfer, the 
latent heat o f evaporation is a principal path for the transport of energy from the 
equator to higher latitudes. The energy released when vapor condenses to form clouds 
affects the dynamics of the atmosphere. Through this interaction, the vertical stability 
o f the atmosphere is modified, influencing weather systems and their associated 
precipitation patterns.
While being such a key element in the atmosphere, accurate measurements of 
water vapor are not readily available. Improving and expanding the techniques to 
measure water vapor has been identified as a key area o f research by the U.S. 
Weather Research Program [Dabberdt and Schlatter, 1996; Emanuel, 1996], The lack 
of detailed and accurate measurements hinders our ability to model and predict the 
Earth’s climate and forecast weather.
1.2 Previous Research
The Global Positioning System (GPS) provides a relatively inexpensive 
method to remotely sense atmospheric water vapor in all weather conditions. Initial 
investigations focused on the measurement of the vertically integrated amount oi
water vapor as observed by a ground based GPS station \Bevis et al., 1992, Rocken et 
al., 1991; Rocken et al., 1995]. Vertically integrated water vapor is commonly termed 
precipitable water vapor (PW). GPS methods to remotely sense PW are now well 
developed and the technique has been implemented in an operational mode 
[Hagemann et al., 2003; Ohtani and Naito, 2000; Rocken et al., 1997, Wolfe and 
Gutman, 2000].
GPS PW has been used to investigate the accuracy o f moisture fields in 
numerical weather models [Haase et al., 2003], GPS PW has also been directly 
assimilated into models to improve their predictive capability [Cucurull et al., 2004; 
De Pondeca and Zou, 2001; Kuo et a l ,  1993; Kuo et al., 1996], Additionally, 
continuous time series of GPS PW are now being used to detect and quantify spatial 
and temporal variations in water vapor on seasonal and diurnal time scales [Dai et al., 
2002; Hagemann et al., 2003].
1.3 Scientific Achievements from this Research
There are three significant achievements presented in this thesis. First, a new 
technique to measure atmospheric water vapor is developed. This technique measures 
the integrated amount o f water vapor along the path between a transmitting GPS 
satellite and a receiving antenna. This integral, termed slant water vapor (SW) differs 
from PW in that it quantifies the amount of water vapor in a specific direction. While 
PW is a column average of atmospheric water vapor over both space and time, SW 
provides an instantaneous measurement to individual satellites visible from a station 
and therefore provides an improved sampling oi the spatial distribution of 
atmospheric water vapor. The remote sensing technique used to obtain SW is 
described and verified through a simulation and comparisons to other instruments.
The second innovation is the use o f single frequency GPS stations as 
atmospheric remote sensing instruments. These single frequency stations were 
developed, built, installed, and operated as part o f this research. These stations are 
low cost and can be deployed in relatively large quantities to form a dense array. 
Special processing methods have been developed to minimize errors associated with 
the ionosphere. A network of stations is currently in operation in the Southern Great
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Plains o f the United States. Their primary purpose is to observe the variability of 
water vapor on horizontal scales of 1-2 km or less.
The third innovation is the combination of data collected from a network of 
GPS stations to derive the three dimensional distribution of water vapor with 
horizontal scales o f less than 100 km and vertical scales o f less than 1 km. SW 
measurements are combined into four-dimensional estimates of the water vapor field 
using tomographic inversion techniques. The spatial density of the stations allows for 
the resolution of mesoscale and microscale variations of the water vapor field.
The results presented were primarily obtained in the Southern Great Plains 
region of the Central United States. The variation and severity of the weather events 
in this area makes it an ideal test bed for evaluating new measurement techniques. 
The precise location is around the Department o f Energy’s (DOE) Atmospheric 
Radiation Measurements (ARM) Southern Great Plains (SGP) central facility near 
Lamont, OK. The meteorological instruments at this facility are used for validation 
and to provide constraints on the vertical structure o f the atmosphere around the 
network. The results are primarily from instrument comparisons from the summer of 
2000 and during the International H2O Project in May and June of 2002 (IHOP_2002). 
The objective of IHOP 2002 was to characterize the water vapor field using state of 
the art instrumentation and quantify how useful these observations are in helping to 
improve warm season rainfall prediction, a forecast where numerical weather 
prediction lacks the most skill.
1.4 Thesis Organization
Following the introduction in this chapter. Chapter 2 outlines the need and 
application of GPS sensed water vapor observations. Chapter 3 describes the basics of 
GPS with an emphasis on the elements that are relevant to this research. Chapter 4 
details the technique of retrieving SW from GPS, outlining a simulation experiment 
as well as a summary o f two validation experiments which are more completely 
presented in Appendices 1 and 2. Chapter 5 describes the single frequency GPS 
stations that were developed. Chapter 6 presents the tomographic technique that was 
implemented. Chapter 7 presents a summary o f results from the IHOP 2002
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experiment. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes this research and outlines areas of 
improvement and application for further studies.
Chapter 2: Atmospheric Water Vapor
2.1 The Need for Improved Observational Techniques
The primary goal of the research presented here is to improve the capability to 
measure atmospheric water vapor. This topic was discussed in the “NCAR-UCAR 
Lower Tropospheric Water Vapor Workshop” summarized by Weckwerth et al 
[1999], The meeting highlighted the need for observations covering all time and 
space scales, temporally ranging from seconds to days and spatially varying from a 
few meters to hundreds o f kilometers. There were six major recommendations 
contained within this summary. The research conducted in this thesis directly 
addresses two of the recommendations. ( 1) "The community should explore ground- 
based tomography techniques fo r  four- dimensional water vapor a n a ly s e s and (2.) 
“The community should develop a low-cost ($100,000 - $200,000), continuously 
operating, moderate resolution water vapor profiler to operate as part o f  a network.” 
Areas of atmospheric research that were mentioned in the report that could benefit 
from the techniques developed here include boundary layer studies, atmospheric 
chemistry, climate, polar research, and numerical weather prediction (including 
precipitation, severe weather forecasts and convection initiation). This chapter 
reviews three fields of research in atmospheric science that benefit from this thesis.
2.2 Water Vapor Within the Boundary Layer
The boundary layer represents the lowest 1 -3 km of the atmosphere and 
typically contains the majority o f water vapor within the column. Moisture 
observations are not readily available within this region. Surface measurements are 
strongly related to land-air interactions and do not accurately represent the entire 
boundary layer, while conventional satellite sounding instruments do not work well at 
low altitudes. The boundary layer is most commonly measured using (1) ground 
based sounding instruments such as radiosondes and Lidars, (2) towers with 
meteorological sensors placed at various altitudes, and (3) in-situ aircraft
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measurements. These techniques are all relatively expensive, and are not suitable for 
continuous monitoring over significant time and/or space scales. Detailed 
observations of boundary layer moisture are needed to validate and understand the 
processes that occur and how they affect the broader atmospheric system.
Horizontal convective rolls can be described as horizontal vortices whose spin 
axes are aligned with the boundary layer wind field [Peckham et al., 2004; 
Weckwerth et a l ,  1997]. They can have wavelengths o f 2-10 km and initiate 
convection by concentrating and lifting water vapor within the boundary layer. 
Convective rolls have been directly observed with measurements from aircrafts, 
towers, and sounding instruments such as Lidars and radiosondes. Previous 
simulations and observational studies indicate that rolls can alter the water vapor 
mixing ratio by as much as 1-2.5 g/kg within the boundary layer. Under proper 
conditions, this increase can induce cloud formation and possibly convection.
The dry line, and it’s strong influence on weather events has been discussed in 
numerous papers [Hane et al., 1997; McCarthy and Koch, 1982; Parsons et al., 1991, 
Ziegler et a l,  1997]. The dryline that commonly occurs in the Southern Great Plains 
is essentially a low level atmospheric boundary between dry air that undergoes 
adiabatic heating as it subsides from the Rocky Mountains and moist air that is 
advected north and west from the Gulf of Mexico. It is often times associated with 
intense convection and severe weather. The horizontal boundary of a dryline can vary 
in width between 2 and 20 km, and model analysis indicates it can be as deep as 4-5 
km in areas where strong low-level convergence has occurred. Analysis of moisture 
variability of dryline events has mostly involved surface dew point measurements 
from surrounding mesonet stations and aircraft observations for specific experiments. 
In a numerical modeling study of three storms initiated along drylines \Ziegler et a l, 
1997], mixing ratio variations of up to 8 g/kg over horizontal and vertical length 
scales o f a few km were computed.
2.3 Moisture and Convection
Convection in the absence o f external forcing is directly related to the 
convergence o f moisture in the planetary boundary layer. This convergence ol
6
moisture aids in the removal of convective inhibition (CIN) in a strict paicel lifting 
theory o f convection. Xin and Reuter [1996] simulated a convective storm in the 
absence o f vertical wind shear using an axisymetric model. The result of this 
simulation was to reveal that rainfall is controlled by the moisture convergence below 
clouds. They also showed that the timing and quantity of rainfall varied with the 
depth o f the convergence zone, given a fixed vertical mass flux. This can be 
explained that for a given mass flux in the boundary layer, the moisture flux tends to 
be largest in the lowest levels of the convergence field. Shallow convergence zones 
injected more moisture above the level of free convection and subsequently increased 
the rainfall within the simulation. In another study of convection in the absence of 
larger scale forcing, Crook [1996] determined that once convection was well 
developed, the strength of the convection (defined as the maximum vertical velocity 
(w«a*)) was 2.5 times more sensitive to variations in moisture than temperature in the
convective boundary layer.
Severe storm prediction is limited by moisture observations throughout the
troposphere. Sensitivity studies [Park and Droegemeier, 1999; Park and  
Droegemeier, 2000] indicate that a lack of accurate observational moisture 
measurements throughout the troposphere limits the forecast of severe storms over 
time scales as short as 30 minutes. In these studies, a 1% variation in water vapor 
within and around a storm cell had a significant and measurable affect on storm 
intensity. It was also reported that the variation in water vapor above the convective 
boundary layer directly affected the entrainment and vertical velocity characteristics
of the storm.
2.4 Temporal and Spatial Variability of Water Vapor
There is relatively little information available on the variability of water vapor 
over short time (shorter than a few hours) and spatial scales (smaller than a few7 
hundreds of kilometers). Knowledge of realistic spatial and temporal variations of 
moisture allows climate and weather modelers to compare statistics of their simulated 
moisture fields to realistic observations. These comparisons are essential in 
quantifying how well the models perform.
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Radiosondes, being the most frequently used platform to measure atmospheric 
water vapor, do not possess either the temporal or the spatial resolution to infer 
information about the state o f the atmosphere smaller than synoptic scales. Satellites 
provide measurements o f upper troposphere humidity [Bates and Jackson, 2001, 
Soden, 1998] and can continuously monitor the atmosphere, but do not have the 
spatial resolution to observe features smaller than a few tens of kilometers. Generally, 
the studies o f small-scale atmospheric water vapor utilize either microwave water 
vapor radiometers (MWRs) or GPS estimates of total column water vapor. These 
studies mostly focus on the measurement of precipitable water (PW) measured in 
units o f mm, relating the integrated amount of water vapor in a column of air to an
equivalent column of liquid water.
The temporal structure o f the atmosphere has been studied by Hogg et al., 
[1981] and Jarlemark et al., [1995]. Both studies tried to find a power structure 
relationship between PW variability and time (S(x) = ex", where S(x) is the variance 
and x is the period), spanning time periods of up to one or two days. In both studies, 
they found that the exponential term that best fit the variability was very nearly one. 
They found a linear relationship between the magnitude of the PW variability and 
time. A similar analysis on the spatial structure o f water vapor was conducted by 
Emardson et al. [1998], Using the Swedish GPS network (SWEPOS), they studied the 
structure of water vapor variance over scales of 10 to 100’s of km and fit the variance 
according to a power law (S(r)= cr'\ where r is the distance between stations). As 
was the case for the temporal variations, the structure function that worked best was 
one that varied linearly with distance (instead of some type o f geometric scaling). 
These results differ somewhat from theoretical results discussed by Treuhaft and 
Lanyi [1987]. In their research, they assumed that the water vapor field should behave 
according to Kolmogorov turbulence theory. This theory implies that the variability 
o f the water vapor structure function should behave according to a 5/3-power law 
over time scales less than a few minutes and space scales shorter than 1 km and 
smoothly transition into a 2/3-power law variation as the time and length scales 
increase.
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Studies by Rocken et al., [1991] and Davis et al., [1993] observed variations 
in the PW content by scanning the sky at various elevation and azimuth angles. These 
investigations involved the use of MWR instruments that were configured so that they 
would measure the equivalent amount o f PW in predefined directions, normally 
taking measurements at a specific elevation angle, and then stepping through a series 
of azimuth angles to observe the sky variability. These studies found that there can be 
azimuthal asymmetries as large as 25% of the total PW measurement. In the paper by 
Davis et al., they utilized a radiometer that measured the equivalent amount of PW in 
10° azimuth steps at an elevation angle of 30°. For one particular example, they 
observed 5 mm of azimuthal PW variability with a mean estimate of approximately 
20 mm. Assuming that most o f the water vapor was contained within the first 2 km of 
the atmosphere, and a scanning elevation angle of 30°, the 5 mm of variability was 
distributed over a diameter of approximately 7 km.
2.5 Chapter Summary
Improved measurements o f water vapor are needed in many topics ol 
atmospheric research. Multiple reports and prospectuses highlight this need. 
Boundary layer studies require water vapor measurements to quantify the moisture 
convergence associated with convective rolls and drylines. Studies of convection 
initiation and severe storms show that accurate water vapor measurements improve 
the intensity and onset forecasting of storms. A detailed spatial and temporal 
sampling of atmospheric water vapor allows for improved statistical description of 
moisture to help validate and improve atmospheric models. The results of the 
research conducted in this thesis improve the observational capabilities available for 
all these topics.
Chapter 3: The Global Positioning System
3.1 Overview
The Global Positioning System is the most widely used constellation of 
satellites within the broader definition o f Global Navigation Satellite Systems 
(GNSS). The GPS constellation is a United States Department of Defense (DoD) 
satellite system whose primary mission is to provide timing and ranging information 
to military users. Military applications o f GPS include troop tracking and missile 
guidance systems. Civilian applications of GPS technology include land surveying, 
vehicle guidance and control, as well as high precision science [Herring, 1996]. 
There are three components to the GPS system: a space segment (the satellite 
constellation), a control segment (the network of monitoring and tracking stations 
which are operated by the military), and a user segment. For the user segment, GPS is 
designed to be a passive system. There is no interaction from the user segment to the 
satellite or control segment and there can be an infinite number of users of the system. 
There are numerous books describing the concepts of GPS. Notable to this list are 
works by Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. [1992], Kaplan [1996] and Parkinson et al. 
[1996]. This chapter reviews the key components of GPS that are relevant to this 
research. Those interested in pursuing a more detailed description of GNSS systems 
should refer to one of the references in the bibliography.
3.2 Satellite Constellation
Originally designed to be a constellation of 24 satellites, distributed in six 
orbital planes with four satellites in each plane, the current constellation consists of 
28 satellites within the original six orbital planes. The characteristics ol the satellite 
constellation are shown in Table 1. A list of satellites and their relative location 
w i t h i n  the  . c o n s t e l l a t i o n  is a v a i l a b l e  f rom the URL:  
ftp://tvcho.usno.navv.mil/pub/gps/gpsb2.txt.
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The constellation was designed to provide a global distribution of satellites so 
that at least four would be visible from any location on Earth. This minimum 
geometry allows for a unique and independent triangulation for position and time 
determination. With the current distribution, users at mid-latitudes are typically able 
to track at least six satellites at any moment.
Table 1: GPS Satellite Constellation Characteristics
Number of Satellites 24 (planned), 28 (current)
Number of Orbital Planes 6
Satellites per Orbital Plane 4
Orbital Period -12  Hours
Orbital Radius -26,400 Km
Inclination -55°
Eccentricity - 0.0
3.3 GPS Signals and Observations
GPS satellites can be considered to be orbiting atomic oscillators. The 
fundamental frequency (Jo) of these oscillators is 10.23 MHz and all GPS signals are 
derived from f 0. GPS transmits on two L-band frequencies, generally referred to as 
the L, (1575.2 MHz or -19  cm) and L2 (1227.6 MHz or -24  cm) carrier frequencies. 
Two different pseudorandom codes are modulated on top oi the carrier frequencies. 
The first code is the Clear Acquisition code (C/A-code), which is only modulated on 
the Li carrier. Users of C/A-code observations are primarily civilians. The second 
code, known as the precise code (P-code), is modulated on both carrier frequencies 
and can be encrypted so that only military users have access to the signal. When 
encrypted, it is called the Y-code. Advanced civilian GPS receivers are now able to 
provide Y-code measurements, although at reduced accuracy compared to military 
receivers. Table 2 lists the characteristics of the basic GPS signals.
Table 2: GPS Signal Characteristics
Observation Name Frequency Multiplier Frequency Wavelength Precision
C/A m o 1.23 MHz 300 m -10  m
PI (Yl),  P2(Y2) 1 *fo 10.23 MHz 30 m -3  m
LI 154* f, 1.23 MHz 19.0 cm -  1-2 mm
L2 120* f , 1227.60 MHz 24.4 cm - 1-2 mm
The measurements o f the pseudorandom codes (C/A, Pi, and P2) are measures 
o f the travel time between the satellite and receiver. The GPS receiver generates its 
own copy of the pseudorandom code and compares it to the one arriving from the 
satellite. An autocorrelation function computes the time offset between the received 
pseudorandom code and the one generated by the receiver. This offset is a 
combination of the time for the signal to travel from the satellite to receiver and the 
mis-synchronization o f the satellite and receiver clocks. These measurements are 
called pseudorange measurements. Pseudorange measurements typically have a 
precision on the order of 1-10 meters.
In addition to the pseudorange, the two GPS carrier frequencies (Li and L2) 
can also be used to make a phase measurement. In this method, the receiver first 
removes the pseudorandom codes from the carrier phase and combines the received 
signal with one generated internally using a phase lock loop (PLL) algorithm. The 
carrier frequency from the transmitting satellite is shifted when it arrives at the 
receiving GPS antenna. This Doppler shift is caused by the movement of the satellite 
relative to the receiving station. The integration of the synthesized signal output from 
the PLL represents the range (distance) between the satellite and receiver. The 
precision of this measurement is on the order of 1-2 mm. There is an ambiguity in this 
precise measurement. The receiver is not able to determine the initial distance to the 
satellite, it is only able to account for the change in range relative to the moment it 
begins tracking. To utilize the carrier phase, this ambiguity must be estimated in the 
inversion of the observation equations to derive station position, atmospheric delay
and other geophysical properties.
The choice of L-band frequencies makes GPS an all-weather instrument. The 
tracking characteristics of the system are not dependent on atmospheric conditions 
(there is no significant attenuation), but the signal is delayed and bent according to 
the index of refraction of the atmosphere. A careful analysis of the GPS observations 
allows for the determination this delay and bending. These methods are the basis of 
atmospheric remote sensing with GPS and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter
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3.4 International GPS Service
The International GPS Service (IGS) is a volunteer collection of research 
groups, mainly consisting o f government agencies and participating universities. 
Their goal is to provide high quality data and products for use in high precision 
science applications. The key components of the IGS include a network ol 
continuously operating GPS stations, data centers who collect and distribute data 
through the Internet, analysis centers who produce products based on data collected 
from the network, and a governing body (including working groups and a central 
bureau) to guide the development and progress of the IGS.
The IGS collects data from more than 360 stations worldwide. O f these 
stations, 130 are considered global stations. The IGS definition of a global station is 
one whose data is used by more than three analysis centers, with one of the centers 
being located on a different continent than the station. The list of global stations is a 
compromise between location, distribution with respect to other stations, the latency 
o f the data availability, and other issues such as receiver tracking performance and 
monument stability. A map o f the “global'5 stations is plotted in Figure 1. This 
network is the backbone o f the IGS and is the basis for which it generates its 
products. Individual institutions voluntarily operate and contribute the data collected 
by their station to the IGS for analysis.
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Figure 1: Map of "global" IGS stations (http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov)
The data collected from the global stations are used by the analysis centers to 
compute products for general scientific use. A list o f IGS products is shown in Table
Table 3: IGS Derived Data Products
IGS Product Type Accuracy (units) Comment
Satellite Ephemeredes 2 (cm) Final orbits available with about 2 
week latency
Earth Rotation Parameters 0.05 (mas) Polar 
Motion 
0.02 (ms) Length 
of Day
Polar Motion, Polar Motion Rate, 
and Length of Day.
Zenith Tropospheric Path 
Delay
4 (mm) Zenith 
Path Delay
ZTD at IGS global stations 
estimated with 2-hour time steps.
Total Electron Content 2-8 (TECU) Global grid with 5° x 2.5° resolution
Geocentric Coordinates 
and Velocities
3 (mm) horizontal 
6 (mm) vertical
Referenced to the ITRF
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3.5 Observation Equation
In the simplest terms, a GPS receiver can be described as an instrument that 
measures the time for a signal to travel from a transmitting satellite (k) to the receiver 
(/). When this time is multiplied by the speed of light in a vacuum (c), the observation 
can be expressed as a combination of the geometric distance between the satellite and 
receiver p k(t), errors in the synchronization o f the satellite clock ( 6k(t)) and the 
receiver clock (<5,(i))> the delay or advance of the signal as it propagates through the 
ionosphere ( I k(t)), the delay of the signal as it propagates through the troposphere 
( Tk(t)), and observation noise such as ground reflected multipath and antenna phase 
center instability. Observation equations (1) through (4) are models o f the four 
fundamental observables (P/, P2, L/ and Li).
(1) Pif(f) = pk(t) + Tf(t) + /f (0  + c x (S,(t) -  6k(t)) + £
(2) P2*(0 = pf(f) + T?(t) + /* (t) + c x (6.(0 -  Sk(t)) + £
(3) Li ( t )  = p-(t) + N k\  + Tk(t)- / f (0  + c x (<5,(0-Sk(t)) + s
(4) L 2k(t) = p*(i) + + Tk(t) -  I k(t) + c x («5,(0 -  6*(f)) + £
The carrier phase equations (Z,/ and I 2) include a term (A^*) called the
ambiguity. This ambiguity was discussed previously in the section on GPS signals. It 
represents the distance between the satellite and receiver when it begins tracking the 
satellite. The affect o f the ionosphere is opposite in sign for the pseudorange 
measurements (Pi and P 2) and carrier phase measurements (1 / and ¿ 2)- The 
ionosphere induces a delay o f the signal in pseudorange measurements and an 
advance of the carrier phase. This difference in sign is related to the phase and group 
velocity o f the microwave signal as it passes through the ionosphere.
3.6 Linear Combinations of Observations
The pseudorange and carrier phase observables (Pi, P2, Li and L2), expressed 
in units o f distance (meters), can be linearly combined to eliminate and isolate certain
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components o f the observation equation. For instance, a linear combination can be 
formed to remove the effect of the ionosphere. Similarly, a linear combination can be 
formed that isolates the ionosphere. These combinations are listed below, followed by 
a brief description.
(5)
J l  J  2
Equation (5) eliminates the phase advance o f the ionosphere on the carrier 
phase observables. The disadvantage of this linear combination is that the noise from 
the Li and L2 carrier phase measurements is increased by nearly a factor of three. For 
receivers that have dual frequency capability, the L3 combination is usually the 
preferred method to use in geodetic and atmospheric applications. The only times 
when Li ox L2 observations are used individually are when networks o f stations are 
operated over such short distances that ionospheric effects can be eliminated through 
differencing or other methods.
(6) L4 = L , - L 2
Equation (6) differences away the geometric, tropospheric, and clock 
synchronization components o f the carrier phase equation. The effect o f the 
ionosphere and the ambiguities remain. This linear combination is used to estimate 
global, regional, and high resolution ionosphere models [Rochen et al., 2000].
(7) Z , - — !— < / , i , - / A )
J l  J  2
Equation (7) is called the widelane linear combination. The combined 
wavelength of LI and L2 carrier phase measurements is 84 cm. This long wavelength 
simplifies ambiguity resolution. It is commonly used in the analysis o f stations that 
are separated by more than a few tens of km.
3.7 Differences of Observations
In addition to the linear combinations of different observables, observations 
from pairs o f stations and satellites can be differenced. Differencing is commonly 
used to eliminate satellite and receiver clock errors. The three most common
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differencing equations used are the single difference, the double difference and the 
triple difference. A single difference observation is the combination of observations 
from two stations and one satellite. It is used to eliminate the receiver clock errors.
(8) Lf; ,= L f* - L f *
A double difference is the difference o f two single differences. It is the 
combination o f observations from two stations and two satellites. In this combination, 
satellite clocks are eliminated.
(9) L *■' -  L  *. -  l J. .'  '  F‘,J Fi ,J F i, j
A third combination is the triple difference; it is the time derivative of 
sequential double difference observations (equation (9)). It is primarily used to check 
for continuous carrier phase observations. These breaks are known as cycle slips and 
must be identified, repaired, and/or removed to ensure accurate modeling o f the 
observations.
3.8 GPS Analysis Software
There are only a handful of GPS software packages available for atmospheric 
and geodetic scientific applications. The most commonly used packages are GAMIT 
[King and Bock, 2002], GIPSY [Zumberge et al., 1997], and Bernese [Hugentobler et 
al., 2001]. GAMIT uses the double difference measurement as the fundamental 
observable. GIPSY uses the un-differenced one-way phase measurement. Bernese can 
analyze data using both un-differenced and double differenced observations. As 
mentioned earlier, differencing removes satellite and receiver clock errors. In order 
for GIPSY and Bernese to use un-differenced observations, the software estimates the 
clock errors as additional random walk parameters.
Although the software packages are different in terms o f the types of 
observations used (un-differenced or double-differenced) and in the implementation 
of the estimator (Kalman filter, or Least Squares Estimator), they all use a similar 
method in designing the inversion problem. First, the observations (y¡, i = 1, n) are 
collected into a single column matrix (y). The observations could be one-way 
observations, differenced observations, or linear combinations of observations. The
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observation model is then linearized about some a priori state (xo) using a Taylor 
expansion.
(10) y = y(x0) + Ax
(11) l = y - y ( x 0) = Ax
The apriori state vector is a column matrix o f the parameters that will be 
estimated from the observations. It consists of any and possibly all components of the 
observation model represented in equations (1) - (4). Common parameters that are 
estimated include station position, satellite orbital elements, ambiguities, satellite and 
receiver oscillator offsets, and tropospheric delays. The matrix A represents the 
Jacobian, or matrix o f partial derivatives, o f the observation model with respect to the 
state vector.
6yt(xn)/6x[ dy](xn)/dx2 ■■■ dyi(x0)/6xn
(12) A =
fy2(x0)/&c i
dyn(x0)/&cn
The software used in the research presented here is Bernese. It uses the 
method of weighted least squares [Strang, 1988] to solve equation (11). With this 
method, the solution o f the system (x) that minimizes the variance of the residuals is 
given by the following equation.
(13) x = (ATPA)-1A TPl
The matrix P represents the weighting matrix o f the observations and can be 
diagonal or have off diagonal terms that represent the correlations between 
parameters. Since the original observations were first linearized, the estimate is only 
the improvement to the a priori state (x). The a priori and the estimate must therefore 
be combined.
(14) x = x # + x
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The residuals (r) to the solution can also be computed.
(15) r  = A x - l  = A x - ( y - y ( x 0))
They represent the un-modeled component, if  any, of the observation equation 
and measurement noise. Because o f the statistical properties o f Least Square 
Estimation algorithms, these residuals will be zero mean and have a Gaussian 
distribution. This is an important point, and one that will be utilized in the retrieval of 
SW.
3.9 Other GNSS Systems
While GPS is the largest and most complete GNSS system, there are others 
including the now decommissioned TRANSIT system, the Russian GLONASS 
system, and there are plans for a European Union system named Galileo [Lachapelle 
et al., 2002]. The TRANSIT system consisted o f six satellites, with a nearly circular 
orbit whose radius was approximately 1100 km. The TRANSIT system was 
decommissioned in 1996. The GLONASS and proposed Galileo constellations are 
similar to GPS in their use o f L-band frequencies, and orbital parameters. In fact, 
combined GPS-GLONASS systems are now available and the IGS is computing 
GLONASS based products such as satellite orbits and time transfer information. The 
GLONASS system has been severely limited due to the lack of available funds within 
the Russian government, but the constellation is still in operation and does provide 
reliable data. The Russian government recently made a commitment to continue 
funding and support o f the constellation and it appears that it will undergo an 
expansion in the upcoming years. The Galileo constellation is being principally 
funded by the European Union (with some support from China and other countries) as 
an alternative to GPS, whose program operation is controlled by the United States 
Department o f Defense. It should be noted that the Galileo system is being designed 
to work in harmony with GPS, which provides the possibility to double the number of 
satellites available to users. This is a positive development for atmospheric sensing 
with GNSS systems in that it will allow a denser sampling of the atmosphere.
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Chapter 4: Slant Water Vapor
4.1 Overview
Slant water vapor is the integral amount o f water vapor along the path 
between two points. When used in the context o f GPS, these two points are the 
transmitting satellite and the receiving antenna. The development and validation of 
GPS SW retrieval techniques is presented in this chapter. To make the chapter more 
complete, the retrieval o f precipitable water vapor and its relationship to atmospheric 
delay is described first. The development and validation o f SW has lead to two 
published manuscripts [Braun et al., 2003; Braun et al., 2001]. They are included as 
appendices and summarized here. In addition, a simulation experiment is presented to 
illustrate the capabilities and limitations of the techniques used to measure SW.
4.2 The Neutral Atmosphere and GPS
The technique o f measuring atmospheric water vapor with GPS relates the 
delay and bending o f a GPS signal as it propagates through the atmosphere to the 
integral o f the water vapor density. The excess delay (AL) caused by the neutral 
atmosphere can be expressed as the integral o f the refractivity (N(s)) along the path 
(S') between the transmitting GPS satellite and the receiving GPS antenna.
(16) AL = lO*6 J  N(s)ds+S -  G
s
The term excess delay describes the additional delay o f a signal when 
compared to one propagating through a vacuum (G). Refractivity is related to the 
index o f refraction (n).
(17) iV = 106( n - l )
The refractivity is a function o f atmospheric pressure (p, expressed in 
millibars), vapor pressure (ew, in millibars) and temperature (T, in Kelvin) and is 
approximated by equation (18) [Smith and Weintraub, 1953].
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(18) 7V »77.6(^) + 3.73x 105( ^ - )
This relationship between refractivity and atmospheric composition is 
considered accurate to approximately 0.5%. See Bevis et al., [1992] and Bevis et al., 
[1994] for further discussion on the mathematical expression o f refractivity. 
Substituting equation (18) into equation (16) yields the following integral.
If atmospheric bending is ignored, a reasonable assumption for satellites 
above 5° elevation angle [Sokolovskiy et al., 2001], Equation (19) can be simplified to 
contain only the integral of refractivity.
The delay described by the first term in the integral is called the slant 
hydrostatic delay (SHD). The second term is known as the slant “wet” delay (SWD). 
The summation of the two is the slant total delay (STD=SHD+SWD). Equation (19) 
represents the term in observation equations (l)-(4).
The integral in equation (19) is dependent on both the atmospheric 
composition and the path of the signal. As the elevation angle of a satellite decreases, 
the length o f the path through the neutral atmosphere increases. Scaling the slant path 
delay to its equivalent delay if the satellite was at zenith is expressed below.
Where ZTD is the zenith total delay, ZHD is the zenith hydrostatic delay, and 
ZWD is the zenith-wet delay. ZTD is equivalent to the vertical integral of equation
(19). ZHD and ZWD are the vertical integrals of each component o f equation (19). 
The terms mh(0) and mw(6 ) are called the hydrostatic mapping function and the wet 
mapping function. Analytic expressions o f these mapping functions have been 
formulated by Davis et al. [1985] and Niell [1996], They are based on the continued 
fraction of l/sin(0).
(21) ZTD = ZHD + ZWD = SHD SWD+
mh(6 ) mw(6 )
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In the case of Niell, the coefficients in equation (22) were computed by ray 
tracing through the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. These coefficients vary as a function 
of station latitude, day of year, and altitude. Rocken et al [2001] and Niell [2001] 
developed a method where the mapping function is computed for a specific time and 
location using a numerical weather model. The advantage of this “direct mapping” or 
“dynamic mapping” should be in its improved representation of current atmospheric 
conditions.
Hydrostatic and wet mapping functions are similar but not identical. The wet 
mapping function is slightly larger and much more variable. The difference is related 
to the scale heights of water vapor (2-3 km) and the neutral atmosphere (closer to 8 
km). At 10° elevation angle, the hydrostatic mapping function is between five and 
six. At 5° elevation it is approximately 10.
In standard GPS analysis packages, the tropospheric delay is assumed to be 
adequately defined with either a time varying zenith value that is the same for all 
satellites, or a time varying delay with an additional linear horizontal gradient [Bar- 
Sever et al., 1998; Davis et al., 1993]. The ZHD can be computed using a surface 
pressure measurement [Davis et al., 1985; Saastamoinen, 1972] and can be scaled to 
a SHD using the mh(6) mapping function.
The amount of water vapor in the atmosphere is poorly correlated to surface 
humidity measurements. Therefore, the ZWD (and therefore SWD) cannot be 
accurately computed using surface measurements. ZWD is therefore included as an 
estimated parameter in the inverse modeling of the observation equations [Rocken, 
1988]. The output of the estimation results in a time varying ZWD value that 
represents the following integral.
(23) ZWD= (3.73x105)(10-6) f  p d z  = (3.73xl05)(10^)/?„J ^ d z
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Where Rv is the gas constant for water vapor and pv is the water vapor density.
4.3 Scaling ZWD to PW
Precipitable water (PW) is defined as the integrated water vapor density 
(IWV) divided by the density o f liquid water. The path of the integral is in the zenith 
direction, directly above a location.
(24) PW  = - I W V  = -  [ p vdz = —  f  % dz 
p  p J pRv J T
The units o f IWV are typically expressed as (kg/m2). The units o f PW are 
expressed as millimeters o f liquid water. The ratio of equations (23) and (24) can be 
computed and simplified.
—  f —dz
n -  PW  -  &  T_____________i T
ZWD (3.73x 105)(l0“6)J*(etv/ r 2)Jz 0.373p/?v m 
(25) where
t  J j V l . W l
The ratio o f the two vertical integrals in (25) is called the weighted “mean 
temperature” Tm. Bevis et al. [1992] used approximately 9,000 radiosonde 
observations from the United States to derive a relationship between Tm and surface 
temperature (Ts).
(26) Tm =70.2 + 0.72x7;
Using Equation (26) for locations within the continental United States should 
yield Tm values that are accurate to approximately 2%. Equation (27) provides a 
simple relationship to scale the estimated GPS quantity o f ZWD to PW.
IWV
(27) PW = - - -  = ! ! •  ZWD 
P
The ratio o f PW to ZWD is typically somewhere near 0.15. This implies that a 
PW value o f 1 mm will correspond to a ZWD of 6.5 mm.
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The methods described above have been used extensively to show that GPS is 
an accurate, all-weather, instrument for measuring PW [Rocken et a l ,  1995; Rocken 
et a l ,  1997]. Instruments like microwave water vapor radiometers (MWR) are able to 
measure PW with better than 5% accuracy [Revercombe et a l ,  2003]. Comparisons 
between GPS and MWRs indicate their agreement to approximately 5%. In an 
absolute comparison, this represents a root mean square agreement o f 1.5 mm for 
stations in mid-latitudes where PW amounts commonly range from 10-50 mm and 
average around 30 mm. Comparisons of GPS PW to data collected from radiosondes 
also show agreement o f approximately 1.5 mm or better. For a mid-latitude, 
continental location, PW values can range between 10 and 50 mm throughout a year.
The relatively good agreement between GPS and MWR techniques is 
encouraging in that the fundamental physics in the two methods are different. An 
MWR relies on the emission of radiation from atmospheric water vapor to derive a 
brightness temperature measurement, which is then related to PW. GPS relates path 
delay to PW. In addition to the different physical principles implemented in the 
retrieval methods, there is another difference between PW derived from an MWR and 
GPS. The two instruments sample vastly different volumes of atmosphere. The beam 
width of an MWR is between 5° and 10°. The small solid angle associated with this 
narrow beam width ensures that an MWR provides a true measure o f the water vapor 
directly over an instrument. This is in contrast to GPS. GPS software packages 
frequently use all observations collected above an elevation angle of 5° or 10°. This 
low elevation mask creates a volume o f atmosphere that is quite large and often times 
contain significant variations. When there is significant variability in water vapor 
amounts, the GPS PW estimate might not accurately represent what is directly above 
a station. Enhancing the GPS method to resolve the water vapor amount in each 
satellite direction provides the opportunity to characterize the atmosphere in a more 
detailed and precise manner. This leads to the concept o f SW.
4.4 Slant Water Vapor Retrieval
The method o f using GPS to estimate PW is described above. To summarize, 
a GPS receiver measures the elapsed time for a signal to propagate from a satellite to
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the receiving antenna. As part of this travel time, the signal is delayed and bent by the 
atmosphere. A portion o f this atmospheric delay, the hydrostatic portion, can be 
calculated and removed using a surface pressure measurement. The remaining portion 
o f the delay, which corresponds to the wet component o f the excess delay, is 
estimated as a parameter in the inversion of the observation equations. This inversion 
assumes that the wet delay to all satellites can be accurately modeled using a time 
varying zenith parameter that is scaled to the elevation angle o f the satellite by a 
mapping function mw(6 ). Most GPS analysis packages try to improve on this simple, 
horizontally homogeneous, model with the additional estimation o f horizontal 
atmospheric gradient terms [Bar-Sever et al., 1998; Davis et al., 1993]. While 
gradients do provide some increased spatial resolution of the water vapor fields, the 
atmospheric structure is often times highly variable and cannot accurately be 
described with this simple linear model. This has been confirmed in a recent analysis 
by Aonashi [2004] which indicates that when estimating horizontal gradients with a 
pointing MWR, the residuals from the estimate represent a larger portion o f the 
azimuthal variability than the estimated gradient term.
At first glance, it seems that the optimal method of determining SW would be 
to estimate it directly during the inversion of the observation equations. This is not 
possible using traditional, over-determined least squares techniques. The estimation 
of station coordinates and ambiguities makes the independent parameterization of 
rapidly changing delays in the direction o f individual satellites impossible. If this 
method were implemented, it would lead to a param eterization with an 
underdetermined set o f linearly independent observations. This is especially true 
when satellite and receiver clock errors are not removed through double differences. 
Instead, the retrieval o f SW combines the ZWD estimate and the un-modeled 
residuals ( Sf) from the estimation to create the slant-wet delay. The SWD is scaled to 
SW through the same II factor that is used to scale ZWD to PW. The expression of 
SW can be represented by equation (28).
(28) SW,k = n  x (mw(0) x ZWLh- S*)
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The term ( Sf) corresponds to the residual that is saved in the estimation step 
and is equivalent to r in equation (15). If the observations are accurately modeled, 
and the estimated parameters are not biased, the residuals contain information on how 
the model differs from the actual observations. By constraining the estimate o f the 
station coordinates to precisely determined values, resolving ambiguities, and using 
precise IGS satellite orbit products, the parameter that is modeled most inaccurately is 
the ZWD parameter. The resulting residuals then contain information on how well (or 
poorly) the observations matched the model. If the residual o f an observation is 
negative, the ray to that satellite path passes through atmosphere that contains less 
water vapor compared to the mapped ZWD estimate. If the residual is positive, it 
represents a ray that traveled through a volume of atmosphere that is wetter than the 
ZWD estimate. Combining the ZWD value with the residual produces the SW value.
The use o f double difference observations eliminates the errors associated 
with satellite and receiver clock errors. This makes the double difference observation 
more accurate than one between a single satellite and receiver. However if there are N 
ground stations, and M satellites at any instance in time, there can only be (N-l) x 
(M -l) linearly independent double difference observations. The direct transformation 
from double-difference residuals to one-way residuals is therefore impossible. The 
use o f constraints has been used to unwrap the double difference residuals into so 
called “zero difference” residuals. The term “zero difference” is used because they 
are derived from double difference residuals. The transformation of double-difference 
residuals to zero difference residuals is described in Alber et al. [2000],
The steps involved in transforming GPS observations into estimates of SW are 
diagramed in Figure 2. The GPS observations are collected and stored in individual 
files grouped by station. The observations are combined into double differences to 
remove satellite and receiver clock errors. These double differences are scanned (by 
computing the time derivative) for data outliers and blunders. Where possible, the 
double difference observations are repaired. Once outliers have been edited and 
repaired, the double difference observations are used as input in the parameter 
estimation routine. Initially, the observations are processed by individual baseline (all 
observations between two stations) to resolve carrier phase ambiguities. Ambiguities
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are estimated as parameters (first using the L5, then the L3 linear combination) and 
stored with the observations so that they can be reintroduced as known values later. 
Ambiguities are solved in a separate step because they are essentially nuisance 
parameters that are not correlated between stations. In the final analysis step, the 
following param eters are estimated: station coordinates, unresolved phase 
ambiguities, and zenith wet troposphere delays. The station coordinate parameters are 
tightly constrained to the previous week’s coordinate solution. Constraining the 
coordinates to these accurate a priori values improves the estimation of the ZWD 
parameters. Once the ZWD values are estimated, they are used as input to compute 
the un-modeled double difference residuals. These residuals are stored and inverted 
into one way residuals using the zero mean assumptions [Alber et al., 2000]. The 
ZWD values and the zero difference residuals are then combined to create SWD 
values that can be scaled to SW using the II factor.
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Figure 2: Diagram of processing steps in the computation of GPS SW.
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4.5 Simulation Experiment
A simulation experiment was conducted to quantify the errors associated with 
GPS derived SW. In this simulation, the NCAR/Penn State MM5 model was used to 
reproduce a squall line that moved across the Southern Great Plains on October 30 
1999. This storm has previously been used in an evaluation o f SW to improve 
forecasting capabilities [Ha et al., 2002]. The MM5 model was configured to run at 3 
km horizontal resolution with 50 vertical layers, and was initialized using the 
National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) global analysis field [Parrish 
and Derber, 1992], The model was integrated forward over a 6-hour period. The 
squall line developed a sharp gradient o f pressure, temperature and moisture, with 
rain forming along the squall-line boundary. Figure 3 shows model fields of sea level 
pressure and temperature (top panel), vertically integrated water vapor (middle 
panel), and accumulated rainfall (bottom panel) for the model run. The model 
generates a complex atmospheric state similar to actual conditions, but the observed 
rainfall differs from the model forecast in time, intensity, and location.
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Figure 3: Model output fields used in the SW simulation -  pressure and temperature 
(top), precipitable water (middle), hourly accumulation of rainfall (bottom).
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Slant hydrostatic and wet delays were computed by ray tracing through model 
fields. Realistic GPS station locations and satellite geometries were used. Examples 
o f the zenith scaled hydrostatic and wet delays are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
All figures in this simulation plot hydrostatic and wet delays instead of SW or PW. 
Recall that the scale factor relating delay to water vapor is approximately 0.15. As 
can be seen from the figures, the model-generated atmosphere is quite variable. This 
is especially true when the storm approaches and passes over each station. 
Throughout the model run, the hydrostatic delay has variability of less than 5 mm at 
any instant. In contrast, the wet delay has smaller magnitude, but displays a 
variability of almost 40 mm.
The fine scale resolution of the 3-km model run made it computationally 
difficult to create a domain that spanned the continental United States. Networks 
spanning large horizontal lengths are necessary to retrieve absolute ZWD estimates 
[Rocken et al., 1993]. To simulate a network with continental coverage, a second 
model run was created over the entire US, but with a horizontal resolution o f 25 km 
and 2 j  vertical layers. This coarse resolution simulation had less variability in model 
fields, but was useful in generating delays for stations located outside the 3 km 
resolution domain. A map of stations used in the simulation is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 4: Simulated, zenith scaled, hydrostatic delay (lower), wet delay (middle), and 
total delay (upper). Each color represents a different satellite.
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Figure 5: Simulated delays for station NDSK.
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Figure 6: The network of stations used in the SW simulation. Red diamonds represent 
stations within the 3-km domain. Black diamonds represent stations in the 25-km
domain.
The slant delays created from the model were input into a program to create 
simulated GPS observations. These observations were then processed using the same 
methods and strategies used in normal GPS processing. Errors from satellite orbits, 
receiver and transmitter oscillators, and ground reflected multipath were not included. 
This provided an opportunity to compare ‘"true” SW values computed directly from 
the MM5 model to “retrieved” SW values that came from the GPS processing. One 
key element of this simulation is the removal of the hydrostatic component of the 
delay using a surface pressure measurement (taken from the model). The hydrostatic 
delay is assumed horizontally homogeneous. Variations in the pressure and 
temperature fields make this assumption incorrect. The result is that the variability in 
the hydrostatic delay will be interpreted as variability in the wet delay. Fortunately, as 
can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5, hydrostatic variations are much smaller than the 
variations in the water vapor field. This is especially true when the squall line is near 
a station and the water vapor field becomes complex and variable.
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Figure 7: Comparison of Simulated SWD (red) and retrieved SWD (blue) for station
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error in the ZWD estimate. This error is caused by both the mis-modeling of the 
atmosphere using a single isotropic zenith term and the associated non-Gaussian 
errors of the actual atmosphere in relation to the zenith model. This systematic error 
has been previously identified [Elosegui and Davis, 2003]. The least squares 
estimator is based on the assumption that the modeling of the parameters results in 
differences between the model and the observations that have a Gaussian distribution. 
When the model/observations do not obey this assumption, the result is an estimate 
that is different from the average. This difference between the average and the 
estimated value is an error that is systematic in nature -  it is common to all SWD 
values at any instant. Field comparisons of GPS PW to other instruments (MWRs) 
indicate that the RMS error of this type might be as large as 1.5 mm (about 10 mm in 
ZWD). This implies that SW values probably have a lower bound on absolute 
accuracy near 1.5 mm in integrated water vapor. However, the precision of SW could 
be much better than 1.5 mm. This is because the dominant error is common to all SW 
values for any station and time, and that the relative variations contained within the 
S. term represent actual variations in the atmospheric field. Inspection of the satellite 
traces in Figure 9 and Figure 10 illustrate the point. The variations in the “true” SWD 
(thin red lines) and the retrieved SWD (thin blue lines) are similar, but offset by a 
component that corresponds to the difference in the ZWD estimate from the half hour 
average. Figure 11 plots the simulated, zenith scaled, SWD against the retrieved 
ZWD in black. The retrieved SWD, with the systematic error in ZWD removed, is 
plotted in red. The dominant error in the SWD is due to the error in the ZWD 
estimate.
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Figure 9: Individual satellite traces for LMNO. Simulated SW plotted as the thinner red 
line. Retrieved SWD plotted as the thinner blue line. Half hour averages of simulated 
zenith scaled SWD are shown as red dots. Half-hour ZWD estimates are shown as blue
dots.
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Figure 10: Individual satellite traces for station PRCO. The labeling is the same as
Figure 9.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the simulated SWD (red diamonds) and the 
retrieved SWD (blue diamonds) for two stations (LMNO and PRCO). The SWD are 
scaled to the equivalent zenith amount using the Niell wet mapping function mw(6). 
From these two figures, it is clear that the retrieved SWD is similar to the model 
generated SWD. It is also clear that differences exist. The differences are apparent 
when the SWD values are separated by satellite. Figure 9 and Figure 10 plot four 
different satellites for stations LMNO and PRCO. The simulated SWD (thinner red 
lines) are plotted with the retrieved SWD (thinner blue lines). The ZWD estimates are 
shown as blue dots and are the time varying parameter estimated in the GPS analysis 
software. ZWD should represent the half hour average of the zenith scaled SWD. The 
half hour averages of the model generated SWD are plotted as red dots. The 
difference between each half hour average and the corresponding ZWD estimate is an
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Figure 11: Linear correlation of simulated SWD against retrieved ZWD (black) and 
retrieved SWD (red). The error in the ZWD estimate has been removed in the retrieved
SWD.
4.6 Slant Water Vapor Experiment - Platteville, CO
The first experimental testing of SW was conducted in the high plains of the 
Colorado Front Range [Braun et al., 2001]. Two GPS stations were positioned north 
of Boulder and near Platteville, and were deployed adjacent to pointing MWRs from 
Radiometrics Corporation. The radiometers were configured so that they would 
measure SW in the direction of all visible GPS satellites. The non-isotropic 
component of SW (S,k in equation (28)) was calculated for the MWR and compared to 
the non-isotropic SW measured with GPS. In this three-day test, the S* component 
rarely exceeded +/- 5 mm and generally was below the noise level of both the GPS 
and the MWR. This small signal can be attributed to the dry conditions of this high 
plains environment. In an attempt to extract the most information from this test, 
various strategies were adopted to improve the signal-to-noise of the GPS
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measurements. The dominant error in the GPS S, was caused by ground reflected 
multipath and efforts were made to mitigate this error source. Strategies to minimize 
multipath errors included the use of large choke ring antennas, filtering of data, and 
the creation of multipath maps through the stacking of un-modeled residuals. Each of 
these techniques slightly improved the agreement of GPS to the MWR. The most 
significant result from this experiment was the quantification of the errors associated 
with the un-modeled GPS residuals that were interpreted to be S,k. See Figure 12. 
Through a careful analysis of the data it was shown that the noise level of GPS 
residuals was at a maximum of ~1.5 mm near 10° elevation. This corresponds to less 
than 0.3 mm when scaled to its equivalent zenith amount. The conclusion can then 
drawn that the largest error source in GPS SW comes from the estimate in the ZWD 
value. As mentioned earlier, the RMS error in GPS-MWR comparisons of PW is 1.5 
mm (almost 10 mm in ZWD). With errors in the non-isotropic term (S,k) being less 
than 0.3 mm in zenith scaled SW, variations in SW that are larger than 1.5 mm (the 
error in the PW component of SW) should clearly represent actual variations in 
atmospheric water vapor. In addition, since the dominant error source is going to be 
related to the PW component, relative differences in SW at any station and time 
should be significant to less than 1 mm in zenith scaled SW.
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Figure 12: SW signal, GPS measurement noise, and MWR measurement noise plotted 
as a function of satellite elevation angle. Figure originally from Braun et al. 2001.
4.7 Slant Water Vapor Experiment - Lamont, OK
The high plains location of the initial SW validation experiment resulted in a 
relatively small data set, and very little water vapor variability. In this second paper 
[Braun et al., 2003], the location of the experiment was the Atmospheric Radiation 
Measurements (ARM) Southern Great Plains Central Facility, near Lamont, OK. A 
GPS station was deployed next to a pointing MWR (Figure 13) during May and June 
of 2000. During this time, 47 days of data were collected and analyzed, producing a 
rich data set with large variations in absolute water vapor amounts, and significant 
variability at any instant. In this paper, both the non-isotropic component of SW (S,k) 
and the zenith scaled SW from both the MWR and GPS were compared. The data set 
in this analysis contained more than 100,000 measurements, which varied in zenith 
scaled SW from less than 10 mm to more than 60 mm. Examples of SW from four 
different satellite tracks are shown in Figure 14. The non-isotropic component of SW
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is plotted in the top panels (GPS red and MWR blue). The bottom panels plot the total 
SW, scaled to the equivalent zenith value. The half hour estimates (GPS) and half 
hour averages (MWR) are plotted as the diamonds. A key conclusion from this 
experiment is that the GPS SW had a higher linear correlation to the MWR SW than 
the GPS PW did to the MWR. This implies two things. First, SW contains measurable 
variations in integrated water vapor. Second, that GPS SW can retrieve these 
variations with a higher precision than GPS PW.
MWR
Figure 13: GPS antenna (left) and MWR (right) collocated at ARM Central Facility
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Figure 14: Examples of retrieved SW from Braun 2003 et al.
4.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter describes the methods and strategy used when inferring SW from 
GPS observations. This strategy can be summarized as the combination of the 
isotropic ZWD estimate (or PW when scaled by the PI factor) with the un-modeled 
residuals from the estimation program. Care must be taken when estimating the ZWD
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term, so that other parameter estimates, such as station coordinates and carrier phase 
ambiguities do not corrupt the atmospheric variations contained within the residuals. 
The error budget for SW is dominated by the zenith estimate and is on the order of 
1.5 mm when compared against an MWR. The error in the azimuthal variations (S*) 
is significantly smaller than the zenith term -  less than 0.3 mm. The dominant error 
source at one epoch and station is the isotropic zenith value, which is a systematic 
error to all satellites, therefore the precision of SW is probably closer to the 0.3 mm in 
zenith scaled water vapor. A simulation experiment was described that helped 
document the strengths and limitations of the SW method, and two experiments were 
conducted comparing GPS SW to data collected with an MWR.
I
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Chapter 5: Single Frequency GPS Stations
5.1 Overview
The deployment of densely spaced, permanent, and high quality GPS stations 
requires substantial financial and infrastructure resources. To detect kilometer scale 
horizontal and sub-kilometer scale vertical moisture fields, new methods of collecting 
data needed to be developed. A single frequency GPS station was constructed for this 
purpose. These systems have proven to be accurate and reliable. The components of 
the system are described in this chapter, highlighting some interesting features. A 
problem with the synchronization of the observations is identified, as well as a 
remedy. The processing strategy used when analyzing this data is presented and 
results indicate that these instruments are of nearly equal quality as more expensive 
dual frequency stations.
5.2 System Components
A GPS station has been assembled using a low cost single frequency receiver 
made by original equipment manufacturer Canadian Marconi (which has now been 
acquired by Novatel). This OEM board level receiver was matched with a patch GPS 
antenna with rolled edge ground plane and a Freewave radio transceiver. A list of all 
the components in the station is shown in the Table 4. Two unique characteristics of 
the GPS stations are their single frequency receiver and the continuous streaming of 
data back to a central collection computer. Two of these stations are shown in Figure 
15. As a testament to the reliability of the stations, the one on the right continued to 
operate after being vandalized with a shotgun blast.
Table 4: Significant Components of Single Frequency GPS Stations
System Component Manufacturer
GPS Receiver Canadian Marconi ALLSTAR OEM Receiver
GPS Antenna Micro Pulse LI Patch Antenna (model 
1272W)
Radio modem Freewave
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Radio modem antenna (10 dB - Freewave
Yagi)
Figure 15: Single frequency GPS stations operating in north-central Oklahoma. The 
station on the right continued operation after being vandalized with a shotgun.
5.2.1 GPS Receiver
The CMC ALLSTAR receiver was principally designed for navigation, 
timing, and differential GPS positioning applications. With a single unit price of 
approximately $225, it is also one of the cheapest GPS receivers capable of outputting 
carrier phase observations. This combination makes it an attractive choice for 
deployment in dense arrays for atmospheric monitoring. While price is a significant 
factor in the selection of a GPS receiver, the most important characteristic is that it 
produce carrier phase observations with noise levels that are comparable to the high 
quality dual frequency receivers typically used for geodetic and atmospheric sensing. 
Figure 16 and Figure 17 show zero difference residuals for two stations spaced 
approximately 1 mile apart. The CMC ALLSTAR receiver was used to collect the 
data in Figure 16. A dual frequency, geodetic quality, Trimble 4700 was used to
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collect the data in Figure 17. These data were collected on the same day (11-Feb- 
2004) and span the entire day of observations. The residuals in these two figures 
indicate that the two receivers have similar noise characteristics. The standard 
deviations of both instruments are less than 5 mm across all elevation angles 
(computed as a 50 point running value). This simple test confirms that the carrier 
phase observations output from the single frequency receiver are of similar quality to 
the observations from the more expensive dual frequency receiver.
Station 0N1W - Zero Difference Residuals
Multipath Map Applied
Elevation Angle (Degrees)
Figure 16: Zero difference residuals from single frequency receiver. The 50-point 
running standard deviation is plotted as the red line.
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Station SGOl - Zero Difference Residuals
Multipath Map Applied
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Figure 17: Zero difference residuals from dual frequency receiver. The 50-point 
running standard deviation is plotted as the red line.
5.2.2 GPS Antenna
Along with the receiver, the antenna plays a crucial role in the quality of 
observations collected. There are two important requirements of an antenna. The first 
is that it have a gain pattern that provides signals with high signal to noise ratios 
across all elevation and azimuth angles. Ideally, the gain pattern would be consistent 
across all elevation angles greater than zero. The second requirement is that it 
provides some level of multipath suppression. One possible method of multipath 
suppression is to design an antenna that is sensitive to only right hand circularly 
polarized (RCHP) signals. GPS signals are transmitted with RHCP. If the transmitted 
signal reflects off a surface before arriving at the antenna, the polarization reverses 
and becomes left hand circularly polarized (LHCP). An antenna that would be 
sensitive to only RHCP would suppress the largest component of antenna multipath, 
even though it would still be sensitive to multipath originating from an even number
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ot reflections. Unfortunately, it is impossible to create a reasonable antenna with both 
large gain over a wide range of elevation and azimuth angles, while also being 
sensitive to a particular polarization. As a result, most high quality GPS antennas 
have a high gain pattern at positive elevation angles that rapidly drops off at negative 
elevation angles. Ground planes are used to help suppress the arrival of signals from 
negative elevation angles (i.e. nearby reflected surfaces). The antenna used in these 
systems is a Micro Pulse antenna that has been equipped with a rolled edge ground 
plane. The rolled edge was found to offer superior multipath rejection when 
compared to a flat surface. Observation signal to noise ratios (SNR) can be used as a 
proxy for the antenna gain pattern. Figure 18 plots the SNR collected using only the 
patch antenna. Figure 19 plots the SNR collected with the same antenna after it has 
been equipped with a rolled edge ground plane. Signals incident to the antenna that 
are a composite of the direct signal from the satellite and one or more reflected 
signals display rapid variations in SNR. The SNRs from both data sets were fit to a 
low order polynomial (degree 2) and the RMS of the resulting residuals was 
computed. The residuals of the antenna with ground plane are significantly lower than 
the residuals from just the antenna itself (1.23 mm RMS compared to 1.65 mm RMS). 
This is a good indication that the ground plane plays a significant roll in improving 
the overall characteristics of the antenna.
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Figure 18: Signal-to-Noise (SNR) values in dBm for Micropulse patch antenna without
multipath suppression.
Rolled Edge 13 Inch Antenna : RMS=1.2306
Figure 19: SNR values in dBm of Micropulse antenna with rolled edge ground plane.
No Multipath Suppression RMS = 1.6424
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5.2.3 Radio Modem
There are no data recording capabilities at the stations. All data are streamed 
back to a single computer using the Freewave radio modem. This radio modem is low 
power (less than 1 Watt transmitting power) and has a 115 Kbps data rate. GPS 
receivers record observations at consistent and synchronized intervals. The systems 
used in this project record data every second, at the beginning of the second. These 
data are all streamed to the central computer using Time Delay Multiple Access 
(TDMA) technology [Lamb, 1998]. This technology schedules a time for each 
transmitter to transfer its data packet back through the communications network. This 
allows all the data to be streamed through a single radio modem into the collection 
computer, providing an efficient and reliable method of data collection. Figure 20 
displays both the fractional percentage of satellites tracked (upper panel) and the 
fractional percentage of total data collected for one station over a period of 
approximately 2.5 years. This figure shows the continuous operation of this station 
and its consistent collection of approximately 75% of all observations. The remaining 
25% of data that is not collected are from satellites that are obstructed by local 
topography and vegetation. A data collection percentage of 100% would mean all 
satellites above the horizon were successfully tracked.
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Figure 20: Data collection statistics for station 1N1W.
5.2.4 Power/Battery Backup
Each station has a solar panel with charge controller with a deep cycle battery
for night operation and backup. The batteries are rated for 60 amp-hours. The power 
consumption of the GPS receiver and radio transceiver is 272 mA using a 12 Volt 
input power supply. These characteristics are determined from the manufacturers 
specifications. This combination of battery backup and maximum power consumption 
allows for approximately 4.5 days of operation with 50% battery consumption. This 
robust power system was selected to minimize any loss of data due to poor weather 
conditions. Currently, these systems have displayed excellent behavior and consistent 
operation.
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5.3 CMC Receiver Performance
The ALLSTAR receiver displays irregular behavior with respect to the 
synchronization of its observations. In particular, the raw carrier phase, while taken at 
the same instant as the pseudorange, does not contain the same clock offset. Recalling 
equations (l)-(4) that describe the pseudorange (P /(0 )  and carrier phase (0 /( 0 )  
observation between station i and satellite k at time t.
(29) P /(0  = p*(/) + T?(t) + 7f(i) + c x (<5*(0 -  5,(0)
(30) Of(i) = p f(/) + iVfA + 7^(i) -  7*(0 + c x (<5*(i) -  6,(0)
The time derivative of the pseudorange can be written as:
'  l (pi(,))+£#«»* ¿ tf <*»+'* ( |( i* ( ,) )  - 1  ( « 0 »
(31)
. .P*(0-P*(f-1)
A t
The time derivative of the carrier phase is similarly written:
■  l ( p ? ( , ) ) + + +c * - imw
(32)
<£f(Q-$f(?-l)
A t
The ambiguity in the carrier phase observation is a constant, therefore it’s 
time derivative is zero. Differencing these two equations and collecting terms yields 
the following equation.
(33) ^ - ^ > = 2 | ( / * ( 0 ) + c ><( | (y (() , - | ( , , W , - c , ( | , . ‘ (0 ) - | < A ( 0 )
The range and troposphere components difference out when combing the two 
observation types. The non-zero terms remaining are twice the ionospheric derivative,
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and the difference in clock errors between the pseudorange and carrier phase. Recall 
that the ionosphere appears as an increase in length for a pseudorange measurement, 
and a decrease in length for a carrier phase measurement. This difference arises from 
the fact that a pseudorange travels at the speed defined by the group delay and the 
carrier phase travels at a speed defined by the phase velocity. The satellite clock error 
is assumed to difference out because it originates from the satellite, which common to 
both the pseudorange and carrier phase. The remaining terms represent twice the 
change in ionosphere, and the difference between the pseudorange and carrier phase 
receiver clock error.
(34)
sit r\t n tL J
+ cx
at
If the median of this offset is determined, it represents the drift in receiver 
clock error between the carrier phase and pseudorange. The median calculation 
prevents data gaps or cycle slips from corrupting the computation. The time offset is 
actually computed by first determining the median value of the offset, then finding all 
the observations that fall within 3 times the stated precision of the receiver and 
computing the mean value for this subset of observations. The modification of either 
the carrier phase, or the pseudorange and time tag, by this integration offset will 
synchronize all the observations from the receiver.
The change in ionosphere in equation (34) is different to each satellite. In the 
computation of the median value, the ionosphere to each satellite is assumed to 
combine to be a value nearly equal to zero. Over a few minutes, this is essentially 
true. Throughout the course of a day, as the TEC increases and decreases with the rise 
and set of the sun, the time integral of the ionosphere term will degrade the computed 
clock correction. This error will remain in the corrected observations, but will be 
much smaller in magnitude than the clock error. For precise point positioning 
applications, the integral of the clock correction must be reset every few hours to 
minimize the error originating from the integration of the ionosphere (Jim Johnson, 
personal communication).
The Novate 1 SUPERSTAR is a similar, but slightly newer, receiver than the 
ALLSTAR. In its user manual, a method is described where the clock slew rate is
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used to modify the carrier phase observations. This adjustment synchronizes the 
phase and pseudorange, which then eliminates the need for the steps described above. 
The method described in the SUPERSTAR manual will also work for the ALLSTAR 
(Jim Johnson, personal communication). The caveat is that the data stream coming 
from the receiver must be continuous. The systems deployed in Oklahoma stream 
their data to a central collection computer without error correction or redundancy. 
This results in some of the observations being lost in transmission, making the slew 
rate correction unreliable.
For double difference processing, the synchronization step is not necessarily 
needed. The clock error differences out when carrier phase measurements from one 
station and two satellites are differenced. However, the synchronization of the 
observations helps in cycle slip detection (especially when checking for slips on the 
single difference level). In precise point positioning processing [.lumberge et al., 
1997], where the pseudoranges are used to model the receiver clock error, this 
synchronization step is important (K. Larson, personal communication).
5.4 Processing Strategy
It is difficult to use single frequency GPS data to retrieve PW and SW. With 
only one frequency, the ionosphere cannot be removed with the standard linear 
combination of Li and L 2 carrier phase observations (see equation (5)). The 
ionosphere will induce a scale contraction on the carrier phase that will be larger than 
the delay caused by the neutral atmosphere (PW/SW). This problem is solved with 
the use of Global Ionosphere Models (GIMs) produced by the Center for Orbit 
Determination in Europe (CODE) [Schaer, 1999]. These models are generated daily, 
and describe the ionosphere with a set of spherical harmonics of degree and order 15. 
The time resolution is two hours. While GIMs remove large-scale ionospheric errors, 
small-scale variations in the ionosphere will not be resolved using this global model. 
These small-scale ionospheric errors are minimized with double difference processing 
using stations that are less than 10 km apart. In effect, the small-scale error in the 
GIM model is eliminated with double difference processing if the baseline lengths are 
kept short. This theory assumes that the ionosphere does not contain measurable
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differences over distances of less than 10 km. The validity of this assumption is 
addressed in the results presented in Section 5.8.
Short baselines eliminate ionospheric errors that remain in GIMs. However, 
the analysis of GPS data using a small network of stations will result in troposphere 
values (PW and SW) that are accurate only in a relative sense. Absolute PW and SW 
estimates require the use of GPS stations spaced over a distance of at least 500 km 
[Rocken et al., 1993]. This problem is solved by nesting the single frequency network 
within a continental scale network of dual frequency stations. This strategy is 
represented in Figure 21. A dual frequency GPS station is located approximately 30 
meters away from one of the single frequency stations at the ARM CF. This station is 
included in the analysis of both the single frequency data, and the dual frequency 
data. The short distances between single frequency stations (and the one dual 
frequency station at the ARM CF) and the GIM model accurately removes the 
ionosphere. The continental network of dual frequency stations allows for the 
absolute determination of PW and SW.
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Figure 21: Diagram of baseline formation using single frequency stations (green) and
dual frequency stations (red).
5.5 Network Deployment
Twenty-four GPS stations were deployed around the ARM CF near Lamont, 
OK. This region of the country is primarily agricultural, sparsely populated, and most 
of the land is used for either crops or livestock grazing. The road system around the 
CF consists primarily of farm access roads, organized along section lines within the 
county. Almost all roads run either north-south or east-west with a spacing of exactly 
one mile. Most sections are divided into quarters. The stations were deployed around 
the CF along these farm roads. They are placed on east-west running county roads, at 
the boundary between quarter sections. This allows station placement near the roads 
for easy access while also being positioned in the corner of one of the quarter 
sections. This comer location ensured that large farming machinery would not disturb 
the systems. The stations were fenced to systems from livestock. A map of the
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stations relative to the ARM CF is shown in Figure 22. These stations are deployed 
on private property with permission from the landowners. A lease for each station is 
maintained with the landowner that is renewed on a yearly basis.
East(km)
Figure 22: Map of single frequency GPS stations (black diamonds) relative to ARM
SGP central facility (red star).
5.6 Geodetic Results
One way to assess the capabilities of a GPS receiver is compute the scatter in 
the position estimates from one day to the next. Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the 
time series of station positions for two different sites. These time series indicate that 
the weekly repeatability of the stations is less than 2 mm RMS in their horizontal 
components, and less than 5 mm in the vertical component. These results are 
encouraging and show that the stations are of high quality. The long-term drift of the 
coordinates in Figure 23 is caused by monument motion. This wandering of the
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station over seasons is due to the shallow depth of the monuments (approximately 1 
meter). Variations in soil moisture are most likely the source of this station variation. 
Updating the a priori coordinates used in the analysis prevents this monument 
instability from affecting the accuracy of the atmospheric solutions.
Figure 23: Time series of coordinate solutions for single frequency station 0N1E.
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Figure 24: Time series of coordinate solutions for single frequency station 2N2W.
5.7 Atmospheric Results
The objective of developing and operating these GPS stations was to measure 
atmospheric water vapor with accuracy and precision that is comparable to the 
traditional dual frequency systems. To assess the capability of these systems, SW 
from a single frequency station was compared to SW measured with a dual frequency 
GPS system stationed approximately 30 meters away. A scatter plot comparison for 
data collected during IHOP_2002 is shown in Figure 25. The agreement between the 
two stations is quite good, with an RMS difference of 0.53 mm in zenith scaled SW. 
This comparison implies that the single frequency results are of similar quality as the 
dual frequency results.
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Zenith Scaled Slant Water Vapor
Dual vs Single Frequency
Figure 25: Scatter plot of dual frequency SW vs. single frequency SW collected during
IHOP_2002.
5.8 Ionospheric Error
As mentioned earlier, errors in the retrieved geodetic and atmospheric 
parameters that might be caused by the ionosphere are eliminated with the use of 
GIM models and short baseline lengths. The GIM removes large-scale errors and the 
short baselines ensure that small-scale ionospheric structures are differenced away. 
The data translation software TEQC [Estey and Meertens, 1999] contains a set of 
quality check routines that can be used to test this strategy. Using dual frequency GPS 
observations, TEQC can compute the time rate of change of the ionosphere. A rapidly 
changing ionosphere, measured by a receiver tracking a satellite as it moves across 
the sky, implies the existence of small-scale variations. This ionospheric derivative 
(IOD) can be used as a proxy for the spatial variability. Figure 26 plots the zero 
difference residuals from a single frequency GPS station against the IOD as measured
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by a dual frequency GPS station located approximately 6.4 km away. The zero 
difference residual represents the azimuthal variation in water vapor in the retrieved 
SW - see equation (28). This comparison, and a linear correlation o f -0.029 between 
the two data sets, indicates there is no remaining ionospheric error in the processing. 
This result coupled with the good agreement of SW between collocated single and 
dual frequency stations is a reasonable indication that these single frequency GPS 
stations produce reliable and accurate measurements of atmospheric water vapor.
Scatterplot of Zero Difference Residuals and IOD
Figure 26: Scatter plot of zero difference residuals from a single frequency station and
the rate of change of the ionosphere.
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Chapter 6: Tomography of the Atmosphere
6.1 Overview
This chapter describes the tomographic method used to generate three- 
dimensional estimates of the water vapor field. Tomography is an application of 
inverse model theory. Common applications include both seismic and medical 
imaging. This chapter provides a description of the method employed for atmospheric 
sensing. In this application, the line integral of water vapor between a station and 
satellite (SW) is used as the fundamental input observation. Combining SW from a 
dense network of GPS stations allows for the three-dimensional estimation of the 
water vapor field. There has been previous work on GPS tomography. Flores et al. 
[2001] used a network on the Kilauea volcano in Hawaii to derive refractivity fields. 
In this experiment, the distribution of stations along the volcano flank provided for an 
improved geometry compared to a network without this vertical spacing. 
Additionally, an observation system simulation experiment was conducted to 
determine how well the water vapor field could be extracted from a dense continental 
network of GPS stations and a smaller network of profiling microwave radiometers 
[MacDonald et a l ,  2002]. This simulation concluded that a continental network of 
stations would improve the characterization of 3D water vapor fields when compared 
to the existing radiosonde network. In this chapter, the problem will be outlined along 
with the use of special constraints to assist in the recovery. An example will be given 
that illustrates the technique and defines its capabilities and limitations.
6.2 The Inverse Problem
SW represents the integrated amount of water vapor between a GPS satellite 
(k) and a receiving antenna (/), scaled to its equivalent amount of liquid water.
(35)
P L
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Partitioning the atmosphere into relatively small three-dimensional volumes of 
atmosphere, or voxels, and assuming the water vapor is constant within the voxel 
allows for the approximation of SW with a Riemann sum.
n
(36) SW* = f  p  • ds « J Pi'Ai,
L I - 1
A schematic representation of this approximation is illustrated in Figure 27. 
The use of voxels implies that integrated water vapor can be accurately described by 
the average vapor density within the voxels. It is assumed that there is no water vapor 
above the top layer of voxels. The line integral is considered a straight line between 
the station and the satellite. In reality the path of the GPS signal, and therefore the 
SW integral, is somewhat curved. This error in the representation of SW as a straight- 
line integral is very small for ground based GPS measurements above 5° elevation 
angle and is neglected in this research. The effects of bending will need to be 
accounted for when low elevation data are eventually used in atmospheric studies.
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Figure 27: Cartoon representation approximating SW measurement within voxels.
Deploying a network of stations in a region and deriving SW from each 
station to all visible satellites generates a collection of observations that can be 
combined into a system of linear equations.
(37) SW = Hp
The matrix representation would consist of a single column matrix 
representing SW (SW), the design matrix representing the path length of each SW 
value through the individual voxels (H), and a single column matrix with the density 
of water vapor within the individual voxels (p).
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One consideration must be taken into account. The SW ray paths that leave 
the volume of atmosphere through a horizontal boundary must be excluded from the 
system of equations due to the un-modeled water vapor along the path length outside 
of the voxel region. Only ray paths that pass through the upper boundary of 
atmosphere, where the density of water vapor is assumed zero, can be included.
If the geometry of the of SW ray paths is sufficient, the water vapor density of 
the voxels can be determined through a least squares estimation of the system of 
equations in (38). There are two reasons why GPS produces a system of linear 
equations that are almost never full rank. First, it is nearly impossible to have ray 
paths that intersect all voxels. This leaves a subset of voxels not described by the 
linear system of equations. Second, an ambiguity exists in the vertical partitioning of 
the water vapor profile that makes the retrieval of the absolute profile difficult when 
only using ground based GPS. The next two sections describe how these two 
problems are overcome.
6.3 Horizontal Constraints
The condition where the rank of the design matrix H becomes full is almost 
never realized using only GPS observations. One significant problem is the 
representation of the water vapor density in voxels that are not pierced by an SW ray 
path. Un-sampled voxels generally occur when the spacing of the GPS stations is
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much larger than the horizontal voxel size and along the boundary of the tomography 
region. With a sufficiently dense network of stations, like the single frequency one 
installed around the ARM CF in Oklahoma, the voxels that do not have ray paths 
passing through them are typically located along the outside boundary. Figure 28 
counts the number of SW ray paths that pass through each voxel and originate from 
different stations. There are 36 voxels in each layer (6x6) with a voxel size of 
approximately 1 km2. In the figure, the voxels are organized by horizontal layer, with 
36 voxels in each layer and 18 vertical layers. Voxel 1 is in the northwest most voxel; 
voxel 36 is the southeast most voxel. The plot is made using 10 minutes of 
observations, with a 120 second sample period (5 epochs). Most of the voxels are 
pierced by ray paths from only one or two stations. The voxels that are not pierced are 
typically the ones along the outer boundary of the tomography region.
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Figure 28: Graphical representation of the number of different stations containing a ray
path passing through each voxel.
The addition of constraints defines the water vapor density in voxels that are 
not pierced by SW ray paths by relating the water vapor in a voxel to nearby voxels in 
the same horizontal layer. This horizontal constraint (/,) for any voxel (/) that is 
applied in this problem is a Gaussian smoothing constraint.
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j-1
Where r, is the vector location of the spatial center of voxel i and r, is the 
spatial center of voxel j .  The scale distance (R) is selected based on the station 
spacing and voxel size. A typical value is 1.5 times the horizontal length of a voxel. A 
constraint is included into the linear system of equations for each voxel. In matrix 
form, the system of constraints resembles (40).
(40)
The horizontal constraints can be added to the linear system of SW to create 
an expanded system of linear equations.
(41)
The horizontal constraints act to smooth the variability in water vapor density 
from one voxel to another. As the distance between voxels increases, the correlation 
of the voxels decreases exponentially. If the scale length (R) is kept to one or two 
voxel lengths, there will be almost no correlation in voxels on opposite sides of a 
horizontal layer. The choice of horizontal constraints is preferred to vertical 
constraints because of the exponential decay of vapor density in the vertical direction. 
The improvement in resolving the vertical water vapor profile is described next.
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6.4 Improvement of the Vertical Profile
Using a network of ground based GPS stations and simple straight-line 
geometry, it is impossible to determine the absolute profile of water vapor within a 
tomography region. The geometry of the GPS stations does not provide enough 
information on the vertical distribution of the water vapor field. This can be 
illustrated using Figure 29. If the tomography region contains a horizontally 
homogeneous layer of water vapor with constant thickness, it can be placed at any 
vertical level and produce the same integrated SW. This makes the tomography 
problem ill-conditioned and not uniquely solvable.
s w  -  2  (P |*As|) -  P2As2 + P8As8 + Pl3As13 + Pl4As14 + P i9As19
Figure 29: A ground based GPS station would measure the same integrated SW for a 
homogeneous layer of water vapor located at any height.
There are two possible exceptions where vertical information may be
determined exclusively with the use of GPS. The first situation is if the station
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topography is variable in altitude so that a GPS receiver can be placed within each 
horizontal level of the tomography region. An example of this type of geometry is the 
research by Flores et al. [2001] where a line of stations runs along the edge of the 
volcano and into the dry upper troposphere. This situation is rare, and is not possible 
with in the majority of locations around the Earth. A second possible method to 
derive an absolute water vapor profile using only GPS would be when the horizontal 
extent of the tomography region was large enough so that the profile in one portion of 
the tomography area would be significantly different than another area, eliminating 
the possibility of a single homogenous layer extending across the entire tomography 
domain. This network would have to be many hundreds of kilometers in extent 
(possibly continental scale) and be populated with a very dense network of GPS 
stations.
This ill-conditioned problem can be solved with the use of a vertical profile of 
water vapor from an alternate data source such as a radiosonde or Raman Lidar. A 
profile improves the tomography solution and acts as an orthogonal measurement to 
GPS. The GPS constrains the horizontal variability, while the profile constrains the 
vertical. The simulated results plotted in Figure 30 show the impact of an external 
profile. In this simulation, a tomography solution was computed using simple vertical 
smoothing constraints that forced the top layer of voxels to have zero water vapor 
density (red line). When an a priori vertical profile is used in a single column of 
voxels for the vertical smoothing constraints (green line), or if the a priori profile is 
assumed identical within all voxel columns (purple line), the tomography solution has 
better agreement with the true profile (blue line).
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Figure 3#: Improvement in Vertical Profile Using Additional Information
Profile information can be included into the linear system of equations simply 
by representing the observed density profile as a collection of pseudo-observations
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6.5 Solution Using Constraints
The tomography problem using horizontal constraints and vertical profile 
information is simply represented with equation (43).
SW A
(43) h = B P
1 C
The solution to this system of equations also depends on the a priori 
covariance of the observations and constraints. Assuming there is no correlation 
between the observations, constraints, and vertical information, the least squares 
estimate is given with equation (44).
The covariance matrices (Psw, Ph, and P,) can be used to weight each 
component of the problem. In the results presented here, there was no correlation of 
the observations to any other observations or constraints.
6.6 Simulation
A simulation was conducted to evaluate how well the single frequency
network of stations could resolve the horizontal and vertical water vapor field. The
simulation used a model atmosphere with peak density of 16 g/m3 over the center of
the network that radially decreased by 4 g/m3 to the network edge. Vertically, this
local maximum of water vapor decreased exponentially with a scale height of 4 km.
There are two important similarities of this simulation to actual atmospheric
conditions. First, the water vapor was concentrated within the lowest levels with an
exponential decay with height. Second, the horizontal variations in vapor density
were smaller than the vertical. The station and satellite geometry that was used to
create Figure 28, which plots the number SW ray paths from different stations 
intersecting each voxel.
The scatter plot of simulated and retrieved vapor densities is plotted on the left 
in Figure 31. The right plot contains the vapor density of the simulated field (black)
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and retrieved field (red) plotted as a function of voxel altitude. The profile from the 
column of voxels in the center of the region was used as the vertical constraint in the 
tomography solution. In the lowest tomography layer, the horizontal resolution of the 
solution is relatively poor. The simulated (left) and retrieved (right) fields for the 
lowest level are plotted in Figure 32. The simulated field changes by 4 g/m3 in this 
layer. The retrieved field changes by less than 2 g/m3. This poor resolution is caused 
by the lack of voxels containing SW ray paths from more than one station. The 
horizontal smoothing constraints and the vertical profile used in the solution dictate 
that this lowest level has relatively little variability. The simulated (left) and retrieved 
(right) fields within the vertical layer from 1.5 km to 2.0 km are plotted in Figure 33. 
As can be seen from this figure, the tomography works much better in this elevated 
layer. The retrieved maximum density is slightly south of the simulated maximum, 
but the tomography solution contains a horizontal pattern similar to the input field. In 
the simulation, the horizontal variability is approximately 2.5 g/m3. In the retrieved 
field, it is 1.5 g/m3. The outside edges of the solution, where there are voxel that are 
not pierced by SW ray paths, suffers from some smoothing.
Some obvious strengths and limitations of the tomography method can be 
inferred from this simulation. The lowest level of the solution is essentially driven by 
the smoothing constraints. The SW improves the solution at vertical layers where 
there is some overlap of ray paths from different stations. Within these layers, the 
tomography solution recreates the simulated field with reasonable quality.
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Figure 31: Scatter plot (left) of simulated vs. retrieved densities for each voxel. Density 
plotted as function of altitude (right) for simulated (black) and retrieved (red) values.
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Figure 32: Simulated (left) and retrieved (right) water vapor fields for layer from
ground level to 0.5 km.
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6.7 Sequential Estimation
Previous sections in this chapter have described how GPS SW data can be 
combined with horizontal smoothing constraints and vertical profile information to 
retrieve a tomographic estimate of the water vapor field. It was assumed that all data 
were collected in a short enough time interval that the atmosphere could be 
considered stationary. Extending the problem to allow for temporal changes in the 
atmosphere can be accomplished by sequentially estimation, propagating one solution 
forward in time to use it as the a priori field for the next estimate. In this scheme, the 
solution (p,_/) from the previous time interval (t-1) is incorporated into the linear 
system of equations used to estimate the solution (p,) at time t.
The estimate at time t-1 is updated to time t using the identity matrix (I). The 
solution at time t is then computed with equation (46).
(46) p  = (At Pw A + Bt P„B + CTP,C + ITP,_,I) 1 (ATPilvsw + BTP;,h + CTP,1 + ITP;_,p,_,
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Figure 33: Simulated (left) and retrieved (right) water vapor fields between 1.5 and 2.0
km altitude.
The weight matrix (Pt-i) was chosen to be a diagonal matrix, eliminating the 
correlations between elements. The a posteriori covariance matrix from the estimate 
at time t-1 could have also been used. In this sequential estimation method the impact 
of the previous solution was minimized with small weight factors (<0.2).
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Chapter 7: The International H20 Project (IHOP_2002)
7.1 Overview
The International H2O Project (IHC)P_2002) was a field experiment conducted 
in the Southern Great Plains region of the United States during May and June of 2002 
[Weckwerth et al., 2004]. The principal goals were to test and compare water vapor 
measurements from current research quality instruments and to improve warm season 
rainfall prediction through the careful study and application of data collected during 
case studies. The forecasting of warm season rainfall associated with convection 
initiation is the area of least skill for current numerical weather prediction [Fritsch 
and Carbone, 2004]. It is believed that a significant reason for this poor forecasting 
skill is the lack of detailed and precise observations of the water vapor field. There 
were more than 60 GPS stations operating during IHOP_2002. The results presented 
in this chapter illustrate the potential uses of GPS to improve the characterization of 
atmospheric water vapor. The examples shown illustrate the ability of GPS SW to 
observe small-scale boundary layer features, and tomography solutions imaged larger 
scale storm systems. The data collected during IHC)P_2002 are also used to infer 
some statistical conclusions about the nature of atmospheric water vapor.
7.2 GPS Network
Several different groups were operating GPS networks in the SGP region 
during IHOP 2002. These include the continuously operating NOAA/FSL, UCAR’s 
SuomiNet, and single frequency networks. Additionally, 7 GPS stations were 
deployed and operated for the majority of the experiment by Joel Van Baelen and his 
colleagues from CNRS France. Dave Whiteman from the Goddard Space Flight 
Center (GSFC) deployed a GPS station next to the GSFC scanning Raman Lidar in 
the Oklahoma panhandle region. A map of the stations operating during the project is 
shown in Figure 34. The black diamonds are the NOAA/FSL stations, the blue 
diamonds are the SuomiNet stations, and the red diamonds are the additional stations
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deployed specifically for IH()P_2002. The single frequency network of stations are
deployed around the ARM CF, circled in yellow but on a smaller horizontal scale.
Data from all these stations were collected and analyzed to retrieve PW and SW
during IHOP 2002. A subset of stations around the ARM central facility was used to 
compute tomography solutions.
Figure 34: GPS stations in the Southern Great Plains region during the IHOP_2002
experiment.
7.3 Boundary Layer Structures -  the Dryline
The dryline is a boundary between dry and moist air masses that usually 
extends vertically through a portion of the atmosphere [McCarthy and Koch, 1982;
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Parsons et al., 1991]. The dry line that commonly occurs in the Southern Great Plains
develops due to dry air that undergoes adiabatic heating as it subsides from the Rocky
Mountains meeting moist air that is advected north and west from the Gulf of
Mexico. It is frequently involved in the generation of large convective systems [Hane 
etal., 1997; Ziegler et al., 1997].
A suite of instruments was operating in the panhandle of Oklahoma during 
IHOP 2002. The panhandle is considered the climatological location of the dryline. 
Included in this instrument collection was the NCAR S-Pol Radar which was 
specially equipped to infer surface refractivity [Fabry et al., 1997], This technique 
relates the changes in travel time of radar signals that return from stationary ground 
reflectors to refractivity and subsequently moisture. A second instrument was a 
Raman Lidar operated by GSFC to measure water vapor profiles [Whiteman, 2003], 
The GSFC Lidar deployed a GPS station to calibrate the profile with total column PW 
values. These data were collected and processed to retrieve PW/SW. Two examples 
ot dryline formation and evolution are presented.
7.3.1 May 22, 2002
Strong southerly surface winds and a large gradient in surface dew point
temperature existed in the Oklahoma panhandle in the afternoon of May 22, 2002.
Data from the Oklahoma Mesonet Surface Meteorology Observation Stations
(SMOS) collected at 2130 UTC (4:30 CST) are displayed in Figure 35. Differences in
dew point temperatures were as large as 29° C between adjacent SMOS stations in
the panhandle. There were multiple instruments deployed during the IHOP 2002
experiment that captured the evolution of this moisture gradient. The NCAR S-POL
radar observed a gradient in surface refractivity and monitored its evolution as it
collapsed down to a boundary that was less than 10 km wide (Figure 36). In addition,
the vertical profile of water vapor mixing ratio measured with the GSFC Raman Lidar
recorded large moisture fluctuations in the boundary layer between 2100 and 2400
UTC (Figure 37). These fluctuations coincided with the dryline moving above and 
across the field of view of the Lidar.
The data collected with GPS also showed the evolution of the dryline. The 
vertically scaled GPS SW from the panhandle station to all satellites are plotted as
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blue diamonds in Figure 38. The half hour estimates of GPS PW are plotted as red 
diamonds. Between 1600 and 2100 UTC there was a general increase in total 
integrated moisture from 15 mm to 24 mm. The increase leveled off and varied 
between 20 and 25 mm for the rest of the day. The azimuthal variability in SW is seen 
to increase beginning around 1900 UTC. The variability is represented as the width of 
the blue diamonds at any instant in time. This increase coincided with the sharpening 
of the moisture gradient. GPS satellite PRN 03 passed low and to the west of the 
station from 2030 UTC to 2400 UTC. A plot of SW to PRN 03 is shown in red in 
Figure 39. The average of all vertically scaled SW is plotted as the black line for 
reference. It can be seen that between 2115 UTC and 2200 UTC the satellite passed 
through a region that was at times 3 mm dryer in vertically scaled integrated water 
vapor when compared to the average SW value. The satellite had a 30 elevation 
angle at 2130 UTC. The majority of water vapor existed in a boundary layer with a 
height of 1.5 km (derived from the GSFC Raman Lidar). This implies the gradient 
existed over a horizontal extent of approximately 2.6 km. Satellite PRN 09 rose above 
the south-east horizon around 2030 UTC and moved to the east of the station over the 
next four hours (Figure 40). During this time, the moisture field to the east of the 
station was generally larger than the average SW values, but there was significant 
variability observed in this direction too. Weckwerth et al [2004] attributed these 
rapid variations to mixing of dry and moist air to the east of the dryline. Variations in 
vertically scaled SW as large as 2.5 mm were observed over periods of less than 20 
minutes. Satellite PRN 29 set below the northeast horizon at 2245 UTC. The time 
series of SW in the direction of this satellite is plotted in Figure 41. As the satellite 
sets, it goes through a portion of the atmosphere that contains 2 mm more in vertically 
integrated water vapor. The S-Pol radar showed a small cell of water vapor in the 
direction of the setting satellite (Figure 42), approximately 15-20 km away from the 
receiver. This cell is marked with the red arrow in the figure.
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Current Weather Conditions 4:30 pm May 22, 2002 CDTCopyright (c) 2002 Oklahoma Cliraatological Survey
Figure 35: Surface conditions from the Oklahoma Mesonet at 21:30 UTC (4:30 CST) on
May 22,2002.
Figure 36: S-Pol surface refractivity field at 2145 UTC (4:45 CST) on May 22,2002. The 
location of the GPS station is shown as the red star.
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May 22, 2002 Water Vapor Mixing Ratio
5
Figure 37: Time-height cross section of water vapor mixing ratio as measured by the 
GSFC scanning Raman Lidar on May 22, 2002.
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Figure 38: Vertically scaled GPS SW (blue diamonds) from the Oklahoma panhandle 
station SA14. The half hour GPS PW estimates are in red.
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Figure 39: Zenith scaled SW from station SAI4 to satellite 3 is shown in red The 
average of a„ zenith seated SW is plotted in „lack. The satellite a z ilT h  . '„ d X I t l  is 
plotted in the small sky plot in the lower left corner.
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Figure 40: Zenith scaled SW from station SA14 to satellite 9. The data in the plot are 
represented m the same manner as Figure 39.
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Figure 41: Zenith scaled SW from station SA14 to satellite 29. The data in the plot are 
represented in the same manner as Figure 39.
Figure 42: S-Pol surface refractivity field at 2245 UTC (5:45 CST) on May 22, 2002. The 
location of the GPS station is shown as the red star. As satellite 29 set, it passed through 
the moist cell identified with the red arrow.
7.3.2 May 30, 2002
The atmospheric conditions on May 30, 2002 were generally quite stable. 
During the afternoon, the dryline formed and generated a series of small cumulus 
clouds to the south and east of the boundary. The 1 km resolution GOES-8 imagery at 
1908 UTC (2:08 pm local time) is shown in Figure 43 and at 2233 UTC (5:33 pm 
local time) in Figure 44. At 1900 UTC the Oklahoma mesonet recorded a difference 
in dew point temperature of more than 15° C (45°-60° C). This difference increased 
slightly to 17° C (37°-54° C) by 2200 UTC, while the overall dew point dipped from 
60° C to 54° C and from 45° C to 37° C. Small cumulus clouds began to form to the 
south and east of the station around 2000 UTC. The GSFC Raman Lidar showed a 
deepening of the boundary layer beginning around 1800 UTC (Figure 45). It then 
recorded sharp changes in mixing ratio between 1945 and 2100 UTC. Shortly after 
2100 UTC the Lidar recorded a sudden drying o f  the boundary layer.
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The GPS PW (red diamonds) and zenith scaled SW (blue diamonds) are 
plotted in Figure 46. As can be seen from the GPS results, the total amount of water 
vapor decreases from about 26 mm at 1600 UTC to around 22 mm at 1800 UTC. At 
this point, the azimuthal variability in water vapor increases. Satellite PRN 03 moved 
through the western sky between 2000 UTC and 2300 UTC (Figure 47). 
Uncharacteristically, the western sky was relatively wetter than the rest of the sky 
between 2000 and 2030 UTC with 1.5 mm more of zenith scaled SW. This is 
confirmed when looking at the SW in the direction of satellite PRN 15 (Figure 48). 
Between 1945 UTC and 2015 UTC satellite 15 was rising from the northwest. The 
SW in this direction fluctuated rapidly by more than 2.5 mm in zenith scaled SW. At 
2030 UTC, the moisture moves to the south and east of the station. The SW in the 
direction of PRN 15 increases by 1 mm in zenith scaled SW around 2100 and 2130 
UTC. At 2210 UTC the zenith scaled SW in the direction of PRN 15 is more than 3 
mm larger than the average SW to all satellites. This increase occurs at approximately 
the same time the GOES-8 image shows a decrease in the cumulus clouds. This 
indicates a phase transformation of condensed water into vapor. The equivalent 
potential temperature profile measured by the Atmospheric Emitted Radiance 
Interferometer (AERI) \Feltz and Mecikalski, 2002] instrument generally warmed 
throughout the afternoon supporting the concept that the temperature profile of the 
atmosphere would not support the formation of larger clouds.
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Figure 43: GOES-8 visible imagery at 1 km resolution on 30/May/2002 at 1908 UTC.
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figure 44: GOES-8 visible imagery at 1 km resolution on 30/May/2002 at 2233 UTC 
Small cumulus clouds had formed along the dryline running southwest to northeast
through the Oklahoma panhandle.
88
ure 45: Time-height cross section of water vapor mixing ratio as measured by the 
trarC scanning Raman Lidar on May 30,2002.
SA14_20020530
Figure 46: GPS PW (red diamonds) and zenith scaled SW (bine diamonds) at the SAM 
station located in the panhandle of Oklahoma.
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Figure 47: Zenith * * , « ,  SW from Sta,i„„ SA,4 tosaM ite3 o„ May 30,2002. Thedala 
n the plot are represented in the same manner as Figure 39.
SA14_GPS15_20020530
Figure 48: Zeuhh - ^ V  fro n SA,4 ^  |s ^  ^  
represented in the same manner as Figure 39.
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7.4 Boundary Layer Structures -  Horizontal Convective Rolls
Horizontal convective rolls often create lines of parallel running cumulus 
clouds. They are also called “cloud streets.” These rolls correspond to areas where 
low-level winds redistribute moisture within the boundary layer to create preferred 
locations for the formation of cumulus clouds. At these preferred locations, the 
temperature profile above the boundary layer and any larger scale forcing determines 
whether the convection will continue.
Figure 49 shows a comparison of GPS and MWR SfV Braun et al, [2003]. The 
upper panel plots the S,k component of SW from the GPS (red) and MWR (blue). 
Please refer to Equation (28) for a description of two components of SW. As the 
satellite sets, the last hour of data show oscillations as large as 8 mm peak-to-peak in 
integrated water vapor. In the lower panel, these oscillations are larger than 1 mm in 
peak-to-peak zenith scaled water vapor. A person familiar with GPS processing 
techniques would generally attribute these oscillations to ground reflected multipath, 
but the agreement with the MWR confirms that they were most likely caused by the 
SW integral passing through regions of different water vapor amounts. Cloud streets 
should produce this type of oscillatory structure in SW.
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Figure 49: Comparisons of GPS (red) and MWR (blue) from Braun et al 2003 paper.
The top panel plots the S,* component of S W, the lower panel plots zenith scaled S W.
Convective rolls were observed with 1 km resolution GOES-8 visible imagery 
on June 9, 2002 (Figure 50). Small cumulus clouds began forming over station SG01 
between 2000 UTC and 2100 UTC. The Oklahoma mesonet recorded strong 
southerly winds between 10 and 20 mph throughout the state (Figure 51), conditions 
that are generally favorable for the formation of rolls. Zenith scaled SW (Figure 52) 
varied by more than 4 mm, with an average of approximately 44 mm, throughout the 
afternoon (1600 to 2400 UTC). Rapid changes of SW in the direction of individual 
satellites were measured between 2000 UTC and 2200 UTC. Zenith scaled SW in the 
direction of two satellites are shown in Figure 53 and Figure 54. Peak-to-peak 
changes as large as 3.5 mm are seen in the direction of PRN 15 around 2045 UTC.
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Similar fluctuations are observed in the direction of PRN 18 around 2015 UTC. The 
sample rate in these figures is 2 minutes. The maximum change in SW occurs over 
less than 15 minutes. Between 2038 UTC and 2050 UTC PRN 15 moves from an 
elevation of 78° (SW=46.5mm) to 73° (SW=43mm), assuming a boundary layer 
height of 3 km (from the ARM Raman Lidar), this 3.5 mm change in zenith scaled 
SW occurs over a horizontal distance of less than 0.5 km. The distance between 
moisture peaks would be approximately 1 km, roughly matching the spacing of 
cumulus clouds that are becoming visible in the GOES 8 image.
Figure 50: GOES-8 visible imagery at 1 km resolution on June 9, 2002 at 2039 UTC. 
Horizontal convective rolls exist over large sections of Oklahoma.
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SG01_20020609
Figure 52: GPS PW (red diamonds) and zenith scaled SW (blue diamonds) station SG01
on June 9,2002.
Figure 51: Surface conditions from the Oklahoma Mesonet at 2030 UTC (3:30 CST) on
June 9,2002.
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Figure 53: Zenith scaled SW from station SG01 to satellite 15 on June 9,2002. The data 
in the plot are represented in the same manner as Figure 39.
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SG01 _GPS18_20020609
Figure 54: Zenith scaled SW from station SG01 to satellite 18 on June 9,2002. The data 
in the plot are represented in the same manner as Figure 39.
7.5 Spatial Correlation of SW and S,k
Water vapor is known to be variable over relatively short distances. An 
analysis of SW during IHC>P_2002 is used to quantify “relatively short”. Wide 
differences in the correlations of water vapor from one day to the next were observed. 
Linear correlations for two days are plotted in Figure 55 (May 23, 2002) and Figure 
56 (May 31, 2002). The lower panels plot the linear correlation of SW as a function 
of station separation. The top panels plot the linear correlation of the non-isotropic 
component of SW (5*). In these calculations, the GPS station at the ARM central 
facility was compared against all the other stations in the Central United States.
On May 23, 2002, two significant storm systems moved through the region. 
For this day, the strength of the SW correlation diminished over distances of less than
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100 km. There was significant anti-correlation at distances less than 100 km. This 
anti-correlation is likely related to moisture fluxes associated with the movement of 
storm systems. These storms worked to increase the total amount of water vapor at 
the storm boundaries while scavenging it from the surrounding stations. The 
correlation of S? on this day was relatively high (>0.25) for stations within 10 km of 
the central facility. This indicated that there was significant water vapor structure 
with horizontal length scales of 10 km or less, and there was essentially no correlation 
of S,k over distances greater than 10 km. In contrast to SW, there was no anti­
correlation in the non-isotropic component.
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Figure 55: Linear correlation of SW (bottom) and S* (top) as a function of station
separation for May 23,2002.
May 31, 2002, was a relatively calm day in the Southern Great Plains. There 
was no precipitation, with only small cumulus clouds forming over the southeast 
portion of Oklahoma in the late afternoon. The correlation of SW was high across all 
stations (Figure 56). Similar to the May 23 day, the correlation of S,k was also 
relatively high (>0.25) for length scales of less than 10 km. This calm day, and the 
high correlation across the entire region, is in contrast to May 23 where there was 
anti-correlation over distances of less than 100 km. The differences in these two days
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highlight the large variability in water vapor and represents a significant problem for 
numerical modelers of both climate and weather prediction. Atmospheric models will 
need to accommodate the possibility of both types of distributions within their models 
to reproduce actual conditions.
Figure 56: Linear correlation of SW (bottom) and S,k (top) as a function of station
separation for May 31, 2002.
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7.6 Diurnal Evolution of the Boundary Layer
Diurnal cycles in the atmosphere are mainly driven by incident solar radiation, 
or secondary effects of the daily solar cycle. Water vapor plays a significant role in 
both short wave (downwelling) and long wave (upwelling) radiation cycles 
[Lieberman et a l ,  2002]. GPS PW has been used to measure a diurnal cycle of total 
column water vapor of 1-2 mm in amplitude for various locations in North America 
[Dai et al., 2002], The data collected during IHOP_2002 were used to analyze a 
secondary component of the diurnal cycle: spatial variability. Figure 57 plots the 
diurnal cycle of water vapor variability for the ARM SGP central facility. Figure 58 
plots the diurnal cycle for the panhandle location operated during IHOP 2002. The 
RMS of all residuals (S,k) was computed in hour intervals for each station. The two 
stations in Figure 57 and Figure 58 are representative of all the stations in that there is 
a clear increase in variability during the afternoon. The amplitude of this signal for 
the station near the central facility is almost 0.5 mm (Figure 57). This is small, but 
almost half as large as the amplitude in the diurnal cycle of total column amount of 
water vapor reported by Dai et al [2002]. Except for a single hour, the magnitude of 
the variability was significantly smaller for the panhandle station (Figure 58). The 
difference m magnitude between the two stations is most likely related to the total 
amount of water vapor, which is significantly larger over the central facility. The 
timing of the peak occurs almost four hours earlier at the central facility location. 
Additionally, there is also a small peak around seven LST at this station. This local 
maximum is due to low-level jet flows that occurred during IHOP 2002. These flows 
are common to the Great Plains and are responsible for significant moisture transport 
from the Gulf of Mexico [Stensrud, 1996],
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Figure 57: Diurual variation ¡„the non.is.«ropic cutup»,™, of sw  ( s ,}
OK during the IHOP_2002 campaign. ^
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Figure 58: Diurnal variation in the non-isotropic component of SW (S,*) for Oklahoma 
Panhandle station SA14 during IHOP_2002.
7.7 Tomography Solutions
The operation of seven additional GPS stations around the ARM central 
facility by Joel Van Baelen and CNRS France provided the opportunity to compute 
tomographic fields over a domain larger than the 40 km2 sampled with the single 
frequency network. During IHOP_2002, the region was expanded to a 100 km x 180 
km domain, centered on the ARM central facility. The vertical depth of each voxel 
was 1 km and the horizontal dimension was approximately 20 km x 20 km. With this
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large voxel size, only the dual frequency GPS stations were used in the analysis. The 
solutions exhibit significant horizontal and vertical differences in water vapor density.
7.7.1 Squall Line -  June 12, 2002
The atmosphere on June 12, 2002 was unstable with three storm systems 
moving through the Oklahoma-Kansas region in a 24-hour period. Two of these 
systems produced measurable rainfall. A composite of the radar reflectivity at 1200 
UTC and 1300 UTC from the WSR-88D radar is shown in Figure 59. The radar 
images show a squall line in Arkansas that had passed over the ARM central facility 
around 0600 UTC. This storm produced no measurable rain within the tomography 
domain. The second storm, shown over Oklahoma and Kansas in the radar 
composites, produced up to 30 mm of rain as measured by the co-located surface 
meteorology instruments at the GPS station BURB.
Maps of PW at 1200 UTC and 1300 UTC are shown in Figure 60. These maps 
are interpolated grids computed using PW at each station in the region, shown as 
black diamonds. The PW in North Central Oklahoma was greater than 50 mm and 
was situated just east of the largest reflectivity values measured by the radar.
The total amount of water vapor at station BURB sharply increased from 
approximately 46 mm at 1100 UTC to more than 60 mm at 1315 UTC. Surface 
meteorological observations (top) along with PW and vertically scaled SW (bottom) 
are plotted in Figure 61. In the top panel, surface temperature is represented as the red 
line, surface dew point temperature as the blue line, and accumulated precipitation as 
the black line. The wind speed is given by the vectors near the top of the panel; wind 
speed is represented by the length of the vector, and the orientation describes the 
wind direction. A vector pointing up implies winds moving south to north. The PW 
and vertically scaled SW increased by almost 20 mm in just over two hours. The 
maximum amount of vapor peaks just before the onset of rain.
Figure 62 plots the surface observations from station BURB in the top panel 
and the vertical profile of water vapor density, retrieved from the tomography, in the 
bottom panel. The profile represents the water vapor density from the voxels above 
the station, computed at 15-minute increments. Radiosondes were used in these 
tomography solutions. Station BURB is located approximately 60 km east of the
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radiosonde launch site. The balloon launch times are indicated by the vertical dashed
lines in the density profile. There is a significant change in the profile between the
radiosonde launches at 1130 UTC and 1430 UTC. At 1130 UTC, the lowest level of
the profile contained more that 15 g/m3 of water vapor. The profile was significantly
drier through the next 2 km of the boundary layer. Around 1200 UTC, an increase in
temperature and dew point temperature indicated that the weak surface winds (less
than 3 m/sec) from the south were transporting warm moist air above the station. By
1230 UTC this air had been vertically lifted in front of the rain band and transported
up into the boundary layer below 2 km. This moisture extended to an altitude of 4 km
by 1300 UTC, almost 30 minutes before rain began falling at the station. The rain
associated with this storm system fell quite rapidly. Almost all of the 30 mm fell
within 30-minutes. During the rainfall, the tomography profile dried within the lowest
2 km while a significant amount of moisture (nearly 5 g/m3) remained in the 
atmosphere between 3 and 4 km.
Station BURB recorded the largest rainfall within the tomography region. An
analysis of the solutions across the domain indicates that the vertical transport of
moisture at BURB was significantly greater than at other stations. Perhaps the
increased moisture that passed into the free troposphere allowed for stronger
convection and rain to fall at this station. A third storm passed over the network
around 0200 UTC on June 13,2002. This storm produced more than 60 mm of rain at
station BURB. The tomography solutions for June 13 were not initialized with a
radiosonde until after the storm had passed, but the elevated moisture near the end of
the day on June 12 most likely played a significant roll in this large rainfall. This
would agree with simulations indicating that increased moisture above a boundary
layer intensifies rain associated with convection [Park and Droegemeier, 1999; Park 
and Droegemeier, 2000],
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Figure 60: Interpolated maps of 30-minute PW estimates on June 12,2002 beginning at 
1200 UTC (top) and 1330 UTC (bottom). The stations used in the interpolation are
shown as diamonds.
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Figure 59: Composite WSR-88D radar reflectivity on June 12,2002 at 1200 UTC (top)
and 1300 UTC (bottom).
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Figure 61: Surface meteorological observations (top panel) and GPS derived water 
vapor amounts (bottom panel) for station BURB on June 12,2002. In the top panel the 
surface temperature is in red, the dew point temperature in blue, accumulated rain is 
plotted in black and the wind speed and direction is plotted using the vectors at the top. 
In the bottom panel the GPS PW are the red diamonds and the zenith scale SW are the
blue diamonds.
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Figure 62: Surface meteorological observations (top) and time-height profile of water 
vapor density (bottom) for station BURB on June 12,2002.
7.7.2 Nested Tomography -  June 12, 2002
In addition to the relatively large horizontal extent of the domain computed
using only the dual frequency GPS stations, a nested domain was configured that 
combined SW retrieved from both the dual and single frequency stations. The extent 
of this nested region was somewhat smaller than the dual frequency domain,
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extending approximately 70 km x 140 km. On the perimeter the voxel size was 20 km 
x 20 km, but the vertical depth was 0.5 km. Within this larger domain, there was a 
smaller one centered on the ARM central facility with voxel size 1 km x 1 km and 0.5 
km vertical depth. The nested domain allowed the SW from the single frequency 
network to be included in the solution. Additionally, since the horizontal size of the 
domain extended well past the single frequency network, the ray paths never crossed 
through the lateral boundaries and all the data could be used in the solution. The 
improved geometry is evident in the increased number of stations with SW integrals 
that pass through each voxel (Figure 63). The voxels directly above and around the 
single frequency network are populated with ray paths from more than three different 
stations. Many voxels are pierced by more than six stations. The white areas in the 
figure correspond to the outside edges of the domain, where the station density and 
therefore ray path density decreases. In these sections, the tomography is aided by the 
horizontal smoothing constraints. It is clear that the use of single frequency data 
within this domain improves the geometry of the tomography solution. It also 
increases the computational effort to compute each solution. In the larger domain, 
there are 648 voxels. In the nested domain, there are 2860 voxels. This increase in 
matrix size drastically increased the time to compute each solution. Figure 64 plots 
the profile of water vapor density over station BURB. A comparison of this solution 
to the 1 km vertical resolution one in Figure 62 shows a more realistic vertical profile.
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Figure 63: Graphical representation of the number of different stations containing a ray
path passing through each voxel.
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Figure 64: Time vs. height profile of water vapor density using a nested tomography 
domain and 500 m vertical resolution.
7.7.3 Tomography Solutions -  Comparison to Raman Lidar
Figure 65 and Figure 66 plot the vertical profiles of water vapor density as a
function of time and height above the ARM SGP central facility on May 26, 2002. 
Figure 65 is the profile as measured by the CART Raman Lidar [Turner et al., 2000]. 
This profile has been averaged so that it has a vertical resolution of 1 km, matching 
the resolution obtained through the tomography estimate with GPS (Figure 66). The 
GPS tomography solution utilizes radiosonde observations to help initialize and 
constrain the vertical distribution of water vapor. Radiosonde launches occur at 3- 
hour intervals. The time of each launch is represented with the dotted line in the GPS 
profile. The initial tomography solution uses both the radiosonde profile and GPS SW 
observations. The tomography field is updated with a new estimate every 15 minutes, 
using the previous estimate as the a priori field. It can be seen from this comparison 
that the GPS tomography structure is similar to the Raman Lidar profile. The
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significant differences in the two profiles are the relatively smooth variations of the 
tomography profile compared to the Lidar. This smoothness is a result of the 
horizontal constraints and the relatively large horizontal size of the voxels 
(approximately 20 km2). The tomography solution is significantly different from the 
Lidar in the lowest 1 km. This is due to the poor geometry of the tomography in this 
lowest level. Both techniques capture the moist layer between 2 - 3  km with it 
merging into the boundary layer between 8 and 10 UTC.
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Figure 65: Time and height cross-section of water vapor density measured by the ARM 
Raman Lidar. The vertical resolution of the Lidar has been smoothed to match the 1 km
resolution of the tomography.
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Figure 66: Time and height cross-section of tomography solution above ARM CF.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions
8.1 Summary
Significant progress has been made in the use of GPS to observe atmospheric 
water vapor. A new retrieval technique, SW, measures the integral amount of water 
vapor along the ray path between a transmitting satellite and a receiving station 
(Chapter 4). A simulation determined that the dominant error source in SW arises 
from the estimate of PW. This error is systematic to a station and does not affect the 
precision of the measurement. Comparisons to an MWR indicate that the magnitude 
of the systematic error is no larger than 1.5 mm in the zenith direction. The precision 
of SW is found to be better than 0.5 mm. Validation experiments comparing SW from 
GPS and an MWR have an RMS agreement of 1.3 mm.
Single frequency GPS systems are used for the first time to monitor the 
neutral atmosphere (Chapter 5). The effects oi the ionosphere are eliminated using 
GIMs to remove large-scale errors. Double differencing across short distances 
reduces any remaining small-scale errors to less than the precision of SW (<0.5 mm). 
A network of GPS stations on a scale of less than 500 km will produce only relative 
differences of PW. Absolute PW and SW are derived by including a dual frequency 
GPS station within the network of single frequency ones. This station is also 
incorporated into a larger continental network to derive absolute water vapor 
amounts. These new systems are of high geodetic quality. Station coordinate 
repeatability is found to be better than 2 mm in the horizontal and better than 5 mm in 
the vertical. The RMS agreement in zenith scaled SW between a dual frequency 
station and a single frequency one 30 meters away is 0.5 mm.
SW measurements from a network of GPS stations are incorporated into a 
tomographic inversion to compute three-dimensional fields of atmospheric water 
vapor (Chapter 6). The use of vertical profile information from an instrument such as 
a lidar or radiosonde improves the vertical resolution of the solution. Horizontal 
smoothing constrains voxels that are not pierced by SW ray paths. A simulation 
reveals that the tomography method resolves horizontal variability of more than 3
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g/m in elevated vertical layers. At ground level, the technique is only able to resolve 
a fraction of the 4 g/m3 horizontal variability. The lowest level of the solution is 
hindered by the absence of crossing SW ray paths.
These three new techniques are utilized during the IHOP 2002 field 
experiment in May and June of 2002 (Chapter 7). Significant atmospheric structure in 
water vapor is observed in association with boundary layer dynamics. In the 
panhandle of Oklahoma, a GPS station recorded moisture differences across the 
dryline (Chapter 7, Section 3). Observations to the west were up to 3 mm drier than 
the average zenith scaled SW at that moment. This represented more than 13% of the 
total water vapor in the atmosphere. East of the dryline, fluctuations as large as 2.5 
mm over 20 minutes were a result of mixing between dry and moist air at the top of 
the boundary layer. These differences occurred over horizontal distances of less than 
10 km. On another day, the decay of shallow cumulus clouds produced an additional
3 mm in zenith scaled SW relative to the average SW at the station. Zenith scaled SW 
changed by 3.5 mm during a 15 minute period in the presence of horizontal 
convective rolls (Chapter 7, Section 4). Over these 15 minutes, the length of the SW 
ray path extended an additional 1 km through the boundary layer. This roughly 
matches the cloud pattern observed from the GOES-8 imagery.
In a statistical analysis, correlations in SW and the azimuthal variability of 
SW were computed (Chapter 7, Section 5). Under stable atmospheric conditions, with 
very little cloud formation, SW was highly correlated (>0.5) over nearly 1000 km. On 
stormy days, SW was negatively correlated over distances less than 100 km. The 
correlation in the azimuthal variability of SW (Sf) was less dependent on atmospheric 
conditions. Rarely was there positive correlation over distances longer than 10 km. 
Understanding the sensitivity of GPS SW in relation to length scales of boundary 
layer features might influence the design of future observing networks.
Diurnal changes in water vapor were also detected (Chapter 7, Section 6). 
During the night, the RMS of azimuthal variability in SW (S,k) was nearly 0.5 mm. 
This increased to almost 1.0 mm during the day. The timing of peak variability 
differed for stations across the Southern Great Plains. In the Oklahoma panhandle the 
maximum occurred around 1800 LST. In North-Central Oklahoma, the peak occurred
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around 1400 LST. This difference is possibly related to differences in the land 
characteristics at each location.
Tomography solutions show interesting changes in the moisture field prior to,
during, and after squall line passage (Chapter 7, Section 7). The total amount of
zenith scaled SW increased from approximately 44 mm to more than 60 mm in under
two hours. This increase in moisture stopped at the onset of rainfall. Most of this
increase in moisture was transported from relatively weak southerly surface winds.
Thirty minutes before rainfall, increased moisture is observed in tomography layers
between 2 and 4 km. This elevated moisture remained in the atmosphere after the 
storm passed.
8.2 Discussion
The techniques developed here are a continuation of over 14 years of research 
in the application of GPS ground stations to observe the atmosphere. In some 
respects, this is a well-developed technology. There are now groups all around the 
world that are using GPS networks to monitor water vapor. These researchers are 
primarily using PW to accomplish this task. This useful measurement only provides a 
column average quantity. The research presented here extends the use of GPS to 
resolve horizontal and vertical variations in water vapor. Examples were given 
showing how it can successfully resolve important differences in the moisture field.
The measurement of SW has been discussed in detail. Multiple examples and 
comparisons to an MWR illustrate its usefulness. However, a systematic error has 
been identified (Chapter 4, Section 5). This error originates from the estimate of PW. 
A separate study questioned the usefulness of GPS SW in the presence of this 
systematic error [Elosegui and Davis, 2003], Data assimilation studies and 
comparisons to other instruments indicate that GPS PW has a positive impact on 
numerical weather prediction and is a useful observation. The research presented here 
indicates that the retrieval of SW is at least as accurate as PW. Additionally, SW 
contains very precise information about the spatial distribution of water vapor around 
a station. This implies that GPS SW should be at least as valuable as any GPS derived 
PW value. Further research should be conducted on how this systematic error could
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be reduced or eliminated. Improving the absolute accuracy of PW and SW will only 
increase the value of this technology.
The use of single frequency GPS stations can be considered an unconditional 
success. The results obtained from the network show no residual ionospheric error 
and significant structure in the water vapor field has been identified over length scales 
less than 10 km. The use of these low cost systems allowed for an improved sampling 
of the atmosphere.
The error characteristics presented here were derived through comparisons to 
other instruments, commonly an MWR. The tomography solutions do not contain any 
significant discussion of their errors. The formal errors that originate from the 
solution of these three-dimensional fields only quantify how well the densities within 
each voxel are able to reproduce the input SW. Given the smoothing constraints 
applied to the solution, and the fact that the inverse problem is nearly 
underdetermined, the formal errors are not useful quantities.
The tomography solutions recreate a realistic version of the atmosphere. It is 
unclear how accurate these solutions actually are. There are many possibilities to 
improve this technique. One significant improvement would involve the use of 
surface moisture measurements to help quantify water vapor amounts in the lowest 
level. Simply using humidity measurements from collocated surface instruments 
should improve the tomography fields. Another idea would be to include refractivity 
measurements from radars. The potential of this combination was illustrated with the 
S-Pol radar located in the Oklahoma panhandle during IHOP 2002. A second 
improvement is the density of the GPS stations. The quality of the tomography 
solution would improve with additional observations. Increases in both the horizontal 
extent and the density of stations would help. The ultimate realization of this would 
result in a unique tomographic solution that could be computed without the use of any 
smoothing constraints.
The next step in this research would is to assess the impact of SW on 
numerical weather models. An OSSE simulation indicates that SW can have a 
positive impact on numerical weather prediction [Ha et al., 2002], but many 
challenges still exist. The results presented here illustrate the rapid temporal and
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spatial variations that exist in the water vapor field. Significant changes in moisture 
are observed over time intervals less than 15 minutes and over horizontal distances of 
less than 10 km. It is not clear that current models can utilize this information.
Overall, the results in this work are encouraging. The potential of SW to 
improve the characterization of water vapor is clear. The expansion of continuously 
operating stations around the country and world should eventually provide the 
equipment infrastructure where GPS will make a positive impact on atmospheric 
science for years to come.
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Appendix 1
The article Validation of single slant water vapor measurements with GPS”, 
by J. J. Braun, C. Rocken, and R.H. Ware is included as a portable document file 
(.pdf) in the accompanying CD.
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The article “Comparisons of line-of-sight water vapor observations using the 
global positioning system and a pointing microwave radiometer”, by J. J. Braun, C. 
Rocken, and J. Liljegren is included as a portable document file (.pdf) in the 
accompanying CD.
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Abstract
Braun, John Joseph (Ph. D., Aerospace Engineering Sciences)
Remote Sensing of Atmospheric Water Vapor with the Global Positioning System 
Thesis directed by Professor Judith Curry
Signals from the Global Positioning System (GPS) are used to retrieve the 
integrated amount of water vapor along the path between a transmitting satellite and a 
receiving station. This integrated quantity is called slant water vapor (SW). 
Measurements of SW allow for an improved assessment of the spatial distribution of 
water vapor within the atmosphere. This technique is developed and validated 
through simulations and comparisons to similar measurements from a pointing 
microwave water vapor radiometer. Absolute accuracy of zenith scaled SW is found 
to be 1.5 mm with a relative precision that is better than 0.5 mm. Dual and single 
frequency GPS stations are used to measure SW. Previously, only dual frequency 
GPS stations have been used for atmospheric remote sensing. The use of single 
frequency stations, which are significantly less expensive than dual frequency ones, 
allows for a denser placement of stations. The effects of the ionosphere on single 
frequency GPS observations are eliminated using global ionosphere models and 
double difference processing with short station separation. Networks of GPS stations 
are deployed in the Southern Great Plains of the United States. Combining SW 
measurements from all stations within a dense network allows for an estimation of the 
three dimensional distribution of water vapor above the network. This tomographic 
technique is improved by including vertical profiles from radiosondes. The retrieval 
of SW is utilized during the International H2O Project 2002 (IHOP_2002). Significant 
water vapor structure is observed within the atmospheric boundary layer, including 
dry line convergence and horizontal convective rolls. Tomography results computed 
during squall line passage indicate elevated levels of water vapor in the free 
troposphere prior to the onset of rainfall. A statistical analysis of the results obtained 
during IHC)P_2002 show coherent water vapor structure across horizontal lengths 
ranging from less than 1 to almost 100 kilometers. A significant diurnal cycle of 
atmospheric water vapor variability is also found.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 The Significance of Water Vapor in the Atmosphere
Water, in its three phases, is a foundation for life on Earth. The transitions of 
water from one phase to another regulate the temperature of the Earth’s surface 
making it hospitable for mankind. The global transport of water acts to redistribute 
energy around the world and is a driving force in its climate and weather system. The 
research presented here improves the characterization of one component oi the 
Earth’s hydrological cycle, atmospheric water vapor.
Water vapor is both the most abundant and most variable green house gas in 
the atmosphere. It affects the Earth’s radiation budget, energy transfer, cloud 
formation, and precipitation distribution. For radiation transfer, water vapor absorbs 
both downwelling solar and upwelling longwave radiation. For energy transfer, the 
latent heat of evaporation is a principal path for the transport of energy from the 
equator to higher latitudes. The energy released when vapor condenses to form clouds 
affects the dynamics of the atmosphere. Through this interaction, the vertical stability 
of the atmosphere is modified, influencing weather systems and their associated 
precipitation patterns.
While being such a key element in the atmosphere, accurate measurements of 
water vapor are not readily available. Improving and expanding the techniques to 
measure water vapor has been identified as a key area of research by the U.S. 
Weather Research Program [Dabberdt and Schlatter, 1996; Emanuel, 1996], The lack 
of detailed and accurate measurements hinders our ability to model and predict the 
Earth’s climate and forecast weather.
1.2 Previous Research
The Global Positioning System (GPS) provides a relatively inexpensive 
method to remotely sense atmospheric water vapor in all weather conditions. Initial 
investigations focused on the measurement of the vertically integrated amount oi
water vapor as observed by a ground based GPS station \Bevis et al., 1992, Rocken et 
al., 1991; Rocken et al., 1995]. Vertically integrated water vapor is commonly termed 
precipitable water vapor (PW). GPS methods to remotely sense PW are now well 
developed and the technique has been implemented in an operational mode 
[Hagemann et al., 2003; Ohtani and Naito, 2000; Rocken et al., 1997, Wolfe and 
Gutman, 2000].
GPS PW has been used to investigate the accuracy of moisture fields in 
numerical weather models [Haase et al., 2003], GPS PW has also been directly 
assimilated into models to improve their predictive capability [Cucurull et al., 2004; 
De Pondeca and Zou, 2001; Kuo et a l ,  1993; Kuo et al., 1996], Additionally, 
continuous time series of GPS PW are now being used to detect and quantify spatial 
and temporal variations in water vapor on seasonal and diurnal time scales [Dai et al., 
2002; Hagemann et al., 2003].
1.3 Scientific Achievements from this Research
There are three significant achievements presented in this thesis. First, a new 
technique to measure atmospheric water vapor is developed. This technique measures 
the integrated amount of water vapor along the path between a transmitting GPS 
satellite and a receiving antenna. This integral, termed slant water vapor (SW) differs 
from PW in that it quantifies the amount of water vapor in a specific direction. While 
PW is a column average of atmospheric water vapor over both space and time, SW 
provides an instantaneous measurement to individual satellites visible from a station 
and therefore provides an improved sampling oi the spatial distribution of 
atmospheric water vapor. The remote sensing technique used to obtain SW is 
described and verified through a simulation and comparisons to other instruments.
The second innovation is the use of single frequency GPS stations as 
atmospheric remote sensing instruments. These single frequency stations were 
developed, built, installed, and operated as part of this research. These stations are 
low cost and cart be deployed in relatively large quantities to form a dense array. 
Special processing methods have been developed to minimize errors associated with 
the ionosphere. A network of stations is currently in operation in the Southern Great
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Plains of the United States. Their primary purpose is to observe the variability of 
water vapor on horizontal scales of 1-2 km or less.
The third innovation is the combination of data collected from a network of 
GPS stations to derive the three dimensional distribution of water vapor with 
horizontal scales of less than 100 km and vertical scales of less than 1 km. SW 
measurements are combined into four-dimensional estimates of the water vapor field 
using tomographic inversion techniques. The spatial density of the stations allows for 
the resolution of mesoscale and microscale variations of the water vapor field.
The results presented were primarily obtained in the Southern Great Plains 
region of the Central United States. The variation and severity of the weather events 
in this area makes it an ideal test bed for evaluating new measurement techniques. 
The precise location is around the Department of Energy’s (DOE) Atmospheric 
Radiation Measurements (ARM) Southern Great Plains (SGP) central facility near 
Lamont, OK. The meteorological instruments at this facility are used for validation 
and to provide constraints on the vertical structure of the atmosphere around the 
network. The results are primarily from instrument comparisons from the summer of 
2000 and during the International H2O Project in May and June of 2002 (IHOP_2002). 
The objective of IHOP 2002 was to characterize the water vapor field using state of 
the art instrumentation and quantify how useful these observations are in helping to 
improve warm season rainfall prediction, a forecast where numerical weather 
prediction lacks the most skill.
1.4 Thesis Organization
Following the introduction in this chapter. Chapter 2 outlines the need and 
application of GPS sensed water vapor observations. Chapter 3 describes the basics of 
GPS with an emphasis on the elements that are relevant to this research. Chapter 4 
details the technique of retrieving SW from GPS, outlining a simulation experiment 
as well as a summary of two validation experiments which are more completely 
presented in Appendices 1 and 2. Chapter 5 describes the single frequency GPS 
stations that were developed. Chapter 6 presents the tomographic technique that was 
implemented. Chapter 7 presents a summary of results from the IHOP 2002
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experiment. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes this research and outlines areas of 
improvement and application for further studies.
Chapter 2: Atmospheric Water Vapor
2.1 The Need for Improved Observational Techniques
The primary goal of the research presented here is to improve the capability to 
measure atmospheric water vapor. This topic was discussed in the “NCAR-UCAR 
Lower Tropospheric Water Vapor Workshop” summarized by Weckwerth et al 
[1999], The meeting highlighted the need for observations covering all time and 
space scales, temporally ranging from seconds to days and spatially varying from a 
few meters to hundreds of kilometers. There were six major recommendations 
contained within this summary. The research conducted in this thesis directly 
addresses two of the recommendations. (1) "The community should explore ground- 
based tomography techniques for four- dimensional water vapor a n a ly s e s and (2.) 
“The community should develop a low-cost ($100,000 - $200,000), continuously 
operating, moderate resolution water vapor profiler to operate as part o f  a network 
Areas of atmospheric research that were mentioned in the report that could benefit 
from the techniques developed here include boundary layer studies, atmospheric 
chemistry, climate, polar research, and numerical weather prediction (including 
precipitation, severe weather forecasts and convection initiation). This chapter 
reviews three fields of research in atmospheric science that benefit from this thesis.
2.2 Water Vapor Within the Boundary Layer
The boundary layer represents the lowest 1 -3 km of the atmosphere and 
typically contains the majority of water vapor within the column. Moisture 
observations are not readily available within this region. Surface measurements are 
strongly related to land-air interactions and do not accurately represent the entire 
boundary layer, while conventional satellite sounding instruments do not work well at 
low altitudes. The boundary layer is most commonly measured using (1) ground 
based sounding instruments such as radiosondes and Lidars, (2) towers with 
meteorological sensors placed at various altitudes, and (3) in-situ aircraft
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measurements. These techniques are all relatively expensive, and are not suitable for 
continuous monitoring over significant time and/or space scales. Detailed 
observations of boundary layer moisture are needed to validate and understand the 
processes that occur and how they affect the broader atmospheric system.
Horizontal convective rolls can be described as horizontal vortices whose spin 
axes are aligned with the boundary layer wind field [Peckham et al., 2004; 
Weckwerth et a l ,  1997]. They can have wavelengths of 2-10 km and initiate 
convection by concentrating and lifting water vapor within the boundary layer. 
Convective rolls have been directly observed with measurements from aircrafts, 
towers, and sounding instruments such as Lidars and radiosondes. Previous 
simulations and observational studies indicate that rolls can alter the water vapor 
mixing ratio by as much as 1-2.5 g/kg within the boundary layer. Under proper 
conditions, this increase can induce cloud formation and possibly convection.
The dry line, and it’s strong influence on weather events has been discussed in 
numerous papers [Hane et al., 1997; McCarthy and Koch, 1982; Parsons et al., 1991, 
Ziegler et a l, 1997]. The dryline that commonly occurs in the Southern Great Plains 
is essentially a low level atmospheric boundary between dry air that undergoes 
adiabatic heating as it subsides from the Rocky Mountains and moist air that is 
advected north and west from the Gulf of Mexico. It is often times associated with 
intense convection and severe weather. The horizontal boundary of a dryline can vary 
in width between 2 and 20 km, and model analysis indicates it can be as deep as 4-5 
km in areas where strong low-level convergence has occurred. Analysis of moisture 
variability of dryline events has mostly involved surface dew point measurements 
from surrounding mesonet stations and aircraft observations for specific experiments. 
In a numerical modeling study of three storms initiated along drylines \Ziegler et a l, 
1997], mixing ratio variations of up to 8 g/kg over horizontal and vertical length 
scales of a few km were computed.
2.3 Moisture and Convection
Convection in the absence of external forcing is directly related to the 
convergence of moisture in the planetary boundary layer. This convergence ol
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moisture aids in the removal of convective inhibition (CIN) in a strict paicel lifting 
theory of convection. Xin and Reuter [1996] simulated a convective storm in the 
absence of vertical wind shear using an axisymetric model. The result of this 
simulation was to reveal that rainfall is controlled by the moisture convergence below 
clouds. They also showed that the timing and quantity of rainfall varied with the 
depth of the convergence zone, given a fixed vertical mass flux. This can be 
explained that for a given mass flux in the boundary layer, the moisture flux tends to 
be largest in the lowest levels of the convergence field. Shallow convergence zones 
injected more moisture above the level of free convection and subsequently increased 
the rainfall within the simulation. In another study of convection in the absence of 
larger scale forcing, Crook [1996] determined that once convection was well 
developed, the strength of the convection (defined as the maximum vertical velocity 
(w«a*)) was 2.5 times more sensitive to variations in moisture than temperature in the
convective boundary layer.
Severe storm prediction is limited by moisture observations throughout the
troposphere. Sensitivity studies [Park and Droegemeier, 1999; Park and 
Droegemeier, 2000] indicate that a lack of accurate observational moisture 
measurements throughout the troposphere limits the forecast of severe storms over 
time scales as short as 30 minutes. In these studies, a 1% variation in water vapor 
within and around a storm cell had a significant and measurable affect on storm 
intensity. It was also reported that the variation in water vapor above the convective 
boundary layer directly affected the entrainment and vertical velocity characteristics
of the storm.
2.4 Temporal and Spatial Variability of Water Vapor
There is relatively little information available on the variability of water vapor 
over short time (shorter than a few hours) and spatial scales (smaller than a few 
hundreds of kilometers). Knowledge of realistic spatial and temporal variations of 
moisture allows climate and weather modelers to compare statistics of their simulated 
moisture fields to realistic observations. These comparisons are essential in 
quantifying how well the models perform.
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Radiosondes, being the most frequently used platform to measure atmospheric 
water vapor, do not possess either the temporal or the spatial resolution to infer 
information about the state of the atmosphere smaller than synoptic scales. Satellites 
provide measurements of upper troposphere humidity [Bates and Jackson, 2001, 
Soden, 1998] and can continuously monitor the atmosphere, but do not have the 
spatial resolution to observe features smaller than a few tens of kilometers. Generally, 
the studies of small-scale atmospheric water vapor utilize either microwave water 
vapor radiometers (MWRs) or GPS estimates of total column water vapor. These 
studies mostly focus on the measurement of precipitable water (PW) measured in 
units of mm, relating the integrated amount of water vapor in a column of air to an
equivalent column of liquid water.
The temporal structure of the atmosphere has been studied by Hogg et al., 
[1981] and Jarlemark et al., [1995]. Both studies tried to find a power structure 
relationship between PW variability and time (S(x) = ex", where S(x) is the variance 
and x is the period), spanning time periods of up to one or two days. In both studies, 
they found that the exponential term that best fit the variability was very nearly one. 
They found a linear relationship between the magnitude of the PW variability and 
time. A similar analysis on the spatial structure of water vapor was conducted by 
Emardson et al. [1998], Using the Swedish GPS network (SWEPOS), they studied the 
structure of water vapor variance over scales of 10 to 100’s of km and fit the variance 
according to a power law (S(r)= cr'\ where r is the distance between stations). As 
was the case for the temporal variations, the structure function that worked best was 
one that varied linearly with distance (instead of some type of geometric scaling). 
These results differ somewhat from theoretical results discussed by Treuhaft and 
Lanyi [1987]. In their research, they assumed that the water vapor field should behave 
according to Kolmogorov turbulence theory. This theory implies that the variability 
of the water vapor structure function should behave according to a 5/3-power law 
over time scales less than a few minutes and space scales shorter than 1 km and 
smoothly transition into a 2/3-power law variation as the time and length scales 
increase.
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Studies by Rocken et al., [1991] and Davis et al., [1993] observed variations 
in the PW content by scanning the sky at various elevation and azimuth angles. These 
investigations involved the use of MWR instruments that were configured so that they 
would measure the equivalent amount of PW in predefined directions, normally 
taking measurements at a specific elevation angle, and then stepping through a series 
of azimuth angles to observe the sky variability. These studies found that there can be 
azimuthal asymmetries as large as 25% of the total PW measurement. In the paper by 
Davis et al., they utilized a radiometer that measured the equivalent amount of PW in 
10° azimuth steps at an elevation angle of 30°. For one particular example, they 
observed 5 mm of azimuthal PW variability with a mean estimate of approximately 
20 mm. Assuming that most of the water vapor was contained within the first 2 km of 
the atmosphere, and a scanning elevation angle of 30°, the 5 mm of variability was 
distributed over a diameter of approximately 7 km.
2.5 Chapter Summary
Improved measurements of water vapor are needed in many topics ot 
atmospheric research. Multiple reports and prospectuses highlight this need. 
Boundary layer studies require water vapor measurements to quantify the moisture 
convergence associated with convective rolls and drylines. Studies of convection 
initiation and severe storms show that accurate water vapor measurements improve 
the intensity and onset forecasting of storms. A detailed spatial and temporal 
sampling of atmospheric water vapor allows for improved statistical description of 
moisture to help validate and improve atmospheric models. The results of the 
research conducted in this thesis improve the observational capabilities available for 
all these topics.
Chapter 3: The Global Positioning System
3.1 Overview
The Global Positioning System is the most widely used constellation of 
satellites within the broader definition of Global Navigation Satellite Systems 
(GNSS). The GPS constellation is a United States Department of Defense (DoD) 
satellite system whose primary mission is to provide timing and ranging information 
to military users. Military applications of GPS include troop tracking and missile 
guidance systems. Civilian applications of GPS technology include land surveying, 
vehicle guidance and control, as well as high precision science [Herring, 1996]. 
There are three components to the GPS system: a space segment (the satellite 
constellation), a control segment (the network of monitoring and tracking stations 
which are operated by the military), and a user segment. For the user segment, GPS is 
designed to be a passive system. There is no interaction from the user segment to the 
satellite or control segment and there can be an infinite number of users of the system. 
There are numerous books describing the concepts of GPS. Notable to this list are 
works by Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. [1992], Kaplan [1996] and Parkinson et al. 
[1996]. This chapter reviews the key components of GPS that are relevant to this 
research. Those interested in pursuing a more detailed description of GNSS systems 
should refer to one of the references in the bibliography.
3.2 Satellite Constellation
Originally designed to be a constellation of 24 satellites, distributed in six 
orbital planes with four satellites in each plane, the current constellation consists of 
28 satellites within the original six orbital planes. The characteristics ot the satellite 
constellation are shown in Table 1. A list of satellites and their relative location 
w ith in  the . c o n s te lla tio n  is av a ila b le  from  the URL: 
ftp://tvcho.usno.navv.mil/pub/gps/gpsb2.txt.
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The constellation was designed to provide a global distribution of satellites so 
that at least four would be visible from any location on Earth. This minimum 
geometry allows for a unique and independent triangulation for position and time 
determination. With the current distribution, users at mid-latitudes are typically able 
to track at least six satellites at any moment.
Table 1: GPS Satellite Constellation Characteristics
Number of Satellites 24 (planned), 28 (current)
Number of Orbital Planes 6
Satellites per Orbital Plane 4
Orbital Period -12 Hours
Orbital Radius -26,400 Km
Inclination -55°
Eccentricity -0.0
3.3 GPS Signals and Observations
GPS satellites can be considered to be orbiting atomic oscillators. The 
fundamental frequency (Jo) of these oscillators is 10.23 MHz and all GPS signals are 
derived from f 0. GPS transmits on two L-band frequencies, generally referred to as 
the L, (1575.2 MHz or -19 cm) and L2 (1227.6 MHz or -24 cm) carrier frequencies. 
Two different pseudorandom codes are modulated on top oi the carrier frequencies. 
The first code is the Clear Acquisition code (C/A-code), which is only modulated on 
the Li carrier. Users of C/A-code observations are primarily civilians. The second 
code, known as the precise code (P-code), is modulated on both carrier frequencies 
and can be encrypted so that only military users have access to the signal. When 
encrypted, it is called the Y-code. Advanced civilian GPS receivers are now able to 
provide Y-code measurements, although at reduced accuracy compared to military 
receivers. Table 2 lists the characteristics of the basic GPS signals.
Table 2: GPS Signal Characteristics
Observation Name Frequency Multiplier Frequency Wavelength Precision
C/A m o 1.23 MHz 300 m -10 m
PI (Yl), P2(Y2) 1 *fo 10.23 MHz 30 m -3 m
LI 154* f , 1.23 MHz 19.0 cm -  1-2 mm
L2 120* f , 1227.60 MHz 24.4 cm -1-2 mm
The measurements of the pseudorandom codes (C/A, Pi, and P2) are measures 
of the travel time between the satellite and receiver. The GPS receiver generates its 
own copy of the pseudorandom code and compares it to the one arriving from the 
satellite. An autocorrelation function computes the time offset between the received 
pseudorandom code and the one generated by the receiver. This offset is a 
combination of the time for the signal to travel from the satellite to receiver and the 
mis-synchronization of the satellite and receiver clocks. These measurements are 
called pseudorange measurements. Pseudorange measurements typically have a 
precision on the order of 1-10 meters.
In addition to the pseudorange, the two GPS carrier frequencies (Li and L2) 
can also be used to make a phase measurement. In this method, the receiver first 
removes the pseudorandom codes from the carrier phase and combines the received 
signal with one generated internally using a phase lock loop (PLL) algorithm. The 
carrier frequency from the transmitting satellite is shifted when it arrives at the 
receiving GPS antenna. This Doppler shift is caused by the movement of the satellite 
relative to the receiving station. The integration of the synthesized signal output from 
the PLL represents the range (distance) between the satellite and receiver. The 
precision of this measurement is on the order of 1-2 mm. There is an ambiguity in this 
precise measurement. The receiver is not able to determine the initial distance to the 
satellite, it is only able to account for the change in range relative to the moment it 
begins tracking. To utilize the carrier phase, this ambiguity must be estimated in the 
inversion of the observation equations to derive station position, atmospheric delay
and other geophysical properties.
The choice of L-band frequencies makes GPS an all-weather instrument. The 
tracking characteristics of the system are not dependent on atmospheric conditions 
(there is no significant attenuation), but the signal is delayed and bent according to 
the index of refraction of the atmosphere. A careful analysis of the GPS observations 
allows for the determination this delay and bending. These methods are the basis of 
atmospheric remote sensing with GPS and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter
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3.4 International GPS Service
The International GPS Service (IGS) is a volunteer collection of research 
groups, mainly consisting of government agencies and participating universities. 
Their goal is to provide high quality data and products for use in high precision 
science applications. The key components of the IGS include a network of 
continuously operating GPS stations, data centers who collect and distribute data 
through the Internet, analysis centers who produce products based on data collected 
from the network, and a governing body (including working groups and a central 
bureau) to guide the development and progress of the IGS.
The IGS collects data from more than 360 stations worldwide. Of these 
stations, 130 are considered global stations. The IGS definition of a global station is 
one whose data is used by more than three analysis centers, with one of the centers 
being located on a different continent than the station. The list of global stations is a 
compromise between location, distribution with respect to other stations, the latency 
of the data availability, and other issues such as receiver tracking performance and 
monument stability. A map of the “global'5 stations is plotted in Figure 1. This 
network is the backbone of the IGS and is the basis for which it generates its 
products. Individual institutions voluntarily operate and contribute the data collected 
by their station to the IGS for analysis.
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Figure 1: Map of "global" IGS stations (http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov)
The data collected from the global stations are used by the analysis centers to 
compute products for general scientific use. A list of IGS products is shown in Table
Table 3: IGS Derived Data Products
IGS Product Type Accuracy (units) Comment
Satellite Ephemeredes 2 (cm) Final orbits available with about 2 
week latency
Earth Rotation Parameters 0.05 (mas) Polar 
Motion 
0.02 (ms) Length 
of Day
Polar Motion, Polar Motion Rate, 
and Length of Day.
Zenith Tropospheric Path 
Delay
4 (mm) Zenith 
Path Delay
ZTD at IGS global stations 
estimated with 2-hour time steps.
Total Electron Content 2-8 (TECU) Global grid with 5° x 2.5° resolution
Geocentric Coordinates 
and Velocities
3 (mm) horizontal 
6 (mm) vertical
Referenced to the ITRF
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3.5 Observation Equation
In the simplest terms, a GPS receiver can be described as an instrument that 
measures the time for a signal to travel from a transmitting satellite (k) to the receiver 
(/). When this time is multiplied by the speed of light in a vacuum (c), the observation 
can be expressed as a combination of the geometric distance between the satellite and 
receiver p k(t), errors in the synchronization of the satellite clock (6k(t)) and the 
receiver clock (<5,(i))> the delay or advance of the signal as it propagates through the 
ionosphere ( I k(t)), the delay of the signal as it propagates through the troposphere 
( Tk(t)), and observation noise such as ground reflected multipath and antenna phase 
center instability. Observation equations (1) through (4) are models of the four 
fundamental observables (P/, P2, L/ and Li).
(1) Pif(f) = p k(t) + Tf(t) + /f (0  + c x (S,(t) -  6k(t)) + £
(2) P2*(0 = pf(f) + T?(t) + /* (t) + c x (6.(0 -  Sk(t)) + £
(3) Li ( t )  = p-( t )  + N k\  + Tk( t ) - / f (0  + c x (<5,(0-Sk(t)) + s
(4) L2k(t) = p*(i) + + Tk(t) -  Ik( t) + c x («5,(0 -  6*(f)) + £
The carrier phase equations (Z,/ and I 2) include a term (A^*) called the
ambiguity. This ambiguity was discussed previously in the section on GPS signals. It 
represents the distance between the satellite and receiver when it begins tracking the 
satellite. The affect of the ionosphere is opposite in sign for the pseudorange 
measurements (Pi and P 2) and carrier phase measurements (1/ and ¿ 2)- The 
ionosphere induces a delay of the signal in pseudorange measurements and an 
advance of the carrier phase. This difference in sign is related to the phase and group 
velocity of the microwave signal as it passes through the ionosphere.
3.6 Linear Combinations of Observations
The pseudorange and carrier phase observables (Pi, P2, Li and L2), expressed 
in units of distance (meters), can be linearly combined to eliminate and isolate certain
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components of the observation equation. For instance, a linear combination can be 
formed to remove the effect of the ionosphere. Similarly, a linear combination can be 
formed that isolates the ionosphere. These combinations are listed below, followed by 
a brief description.
(5)
Jl J  2
Equation (5) eliminates the phase advance of the ionosphere on the carrier 
phase observables. The disadvantage of this linear combination is that the noise from 
the Li and L2 carrier phase measurements is increased by nearly a factor of three. For 
receivers that have dual frequency capability, the L3 combination is usually the 
preferred method to use in geodetic and atmospheric applications. The only times 
when Li ox L2 observations are used individually are when networks of stations are 
operated over such short distances that ionospheric effects can be eliminated through 
differencing or other methods.
(6) L4 = L ,-L 2
Equation (6) differences away the geometric, tropospheric, and clock 
synchronization components of the carrier phase equation. The effect of the 
ionosphere and the ambiguities remain. This linear combination is used to estimate 
global, regional, and high resolution ionosphere models [Rochen et al., 2000].
(7) Z , - — !— </,i,-/A)
Jl J  2
Equation (7) is called the widelane linear combination. The combined 
wavelength of LI and L2 carrier phase measurements is 84 cm. This long wavelength 
simplifies ambiguity resolution. It is commonly used in the analysis of stations that 
are separated by more than a few tens of km.
3.7 Differences of Observations
In addition to the linear combinations of different observables, observations 
from pairs of stations and satellites can be differenced. Differencing is commonly 
used to eliminate satellite and receiver clock errors. The three most common
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differencing equations used are the single difference, the double difference and the 
triple difference. A single difference observation is the combination of observations 
from two stations and one satellite. It is used to eliminate the receiver clock errors.
(8) Lf; ,= L f* -L f *
A double difference is the difference of two single differences. It is the 
combination of observations from two stations and two satellites. In this combination, 
satellite clocks are eliminated.
(9) L *■' -  L *. -  l J. .
'  '  F ‘,J F i  ,J F  i, j
A third combination is the triple difference; it is the time derivative of 
sequential double difference observations (equation (9)). It is primarily used to check 
for continuous carrier phase observations. These breaks are known as cycle slips and 
must be identified, repaired, and/or removed to ensure accurate modeling of the 
observations.
3.8 GPS Analysis Software
There are only a handful of GPS software packages available for atmospheric 
and geodetic scientific applications. The most commonly used packages are GAMIT 
[King and Bock, 2002], GIPSY [Zumberge et al., 1997], and Bernese [Hugentobler et 
al., 2001]. GAMIT uses the double difference measurement as the fundamental 
observable. GIPSY uses the un-differenced one-way phase measurement. Bernese can 
analyze data using both un-differenced and double differenced observations. As 
mentioned earlier, differencing removes satellite and receiver clock errors. In order 
for GIPSY and Bernese to use un-differenced observations, the software estimates the 
clock errors as additional random walk parameters.
Although the software packages are different in terms of the types of 
observations used (un-differenced or double-differenced) and in the implementation 
of the estimator (Kalman filter, or Least Squares Estimator), they all use a similar 
method in designing the inversion problem. First, the observations (y¡, i = 1, n) are 
collected into a single column matrix (y). The observations could be one-way 
observations, differenced observations, or linear combinations of observations. The
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observation model is then linearized about some a priori state (xo) using a Taylor 
expansion.
(10) y = y(x0) + Ax
(11) l = y - y ( x 0) = Ax
The apriori state vector is a column matrix of the parameters that will be 
estimated from the observations. It consists of any and possibly all components of the 
observation model represented in equations (1) - (4). Common parameters that are 
estimated include station position, satellite orbital elements, ambiguities, satellite and 
receiver oscillator offsets, and tropospheric delays. The matrix A represents the 
Jacobian, or matrix of partial derivatives, of the observation model with respect to the 
state vector.
6yt(xn)/6x[ dy](xn)/dx2 ■■■ dyi(x0)/6xn
(12) A =
f y 2(x0)/&c i
dyn(x0)/&cn
The software used in the research presented here is Bernese. It uses the 
method of weighted least squares [Strang, 1988] to solve equation (11). With this 
method, the solution of the system (x) that minimizes the variance of the residuals is 
given by the following equation.
(13) x = (ATPA)-1ATPl
The matrix P represents the weighting matrix of the observations and can be 
diagonal or have off diagonal terms that represent the correlations between 
parameters. Since the original observations were first linearized, the estimate is only 
the improvement to the a priori state (x). The a priori and the estimate must therefore 
be combined.
(14) x = x# + x
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The residuals (r) to the solution can also be computed.
(15) r  = A x - l  = A x - (y -y (x 0))
They represent the un-modeled component, if any, of the observation equation 
and measurement noise. Because of the statistical properties of Least Square 
Estimation algorithms, these residuals will be zero mean and have a Gaussian 
distribution. This is an important point, and one that will be utilized in the retrieval of 
SW.
3.9 Other GNSS Systems
While GPS is the largest and most complete GNSS system, there are others 
including the now decommissioned TRANSIT system, the Russian GLONASS 
system, and there are plans for a European Union system named Galileo [Lachapelle 
et al., 2002]. The TRANSIT system consisted of six satellites, with a nearly circular 
orbit whose radius was approximately 1100 km. The TRANSIT system was 
decommissioned in 1996. The GLONASS and proposed Galileo constellations are 
similar to GPS in their use of L-band frequencies, and orbital parameters. In fact, 
combined GPS-GLONASS systems are now available and the IGS is computing 
GLONASS based products such as satellite orbits and time transfer information. The 
GLONASS system has been severely limited due to the lack of available funds within 
the Russian government, but the constellation is still in operation and does provide 
reliable data. The Russian government recently made a commitment to continue 
funding and support of the constellation and it appears that it will undergo an 
expansion in the upcoming years. The Galileo constellation is being principally 
funded by the European Union (with some support from China and other countries) as 
an alternative to GPS, whose program operation is controlled by the United States 
Department of Defense. It should be noted that the Galileo system is being designed 
to work in harmony with GPS, which provides the possibility to double the number of 
satellites available to users. This is a positive development for atmospheric sensing 
with GNSS systems in that it will allow a denser sampling of the atmosphere.
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Chapter 4: Slant Water Vapor
4.1 Overview
Slant water vapor is the integral amount of water vapor along the path 
between two points. When used in the context of GPS, these two points are the 
transmitting satellite and the receiving antenna. The development and validation of 
GPS SW retrieval techniques is presented in this chapter. To make the chapter more 
complete, the retrieval of precipitable water vapor and its relationship to atmospheric 
delay is described first. The development and validation of SW has lead to two 
published manuscripts [Braun et al., 2003; Braun et al., 2001]. They are included as 
appendices and summarized here. In addition, a simulation experiment is presented to 
illustrate the capabilities and limitations of the techniques used to measure SW.
4.2 The Neutral Atmosphere and GPS
The technique of measuring atmospheric water vapor with GPS relates the 
delay and bending of a GPS signal as it propagates through the atmosphere to the 
integral of the water vapor density. The excess delay (AL) caused by the neutral 
atmosphere can be expressed as the integral of the refractivity (N(s)) along the path 
(S') between the transmitting GPS satellite and the receiving GPS antenna.
(16) AL = lO*6 J  N(s)ds+S -  G
s
The term excess delay describes the additional delay of a signal when 
compared to one propagating through a vacuum (G). Refractivity is related to the 
index of refraction (n).
(17) iV = 106( n - l )
The refractivity is a function of atmospheric pressure (p, expressed in 
millibars), vapor pressure (ew, in millibars) and temperature (T, in Kelvin) and is 
approximated by equation (18) [Smith and Weintraub, 1953].
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(18) 7V»77.6(^) + 3.73xl05(^ -)
This relationship between refractivity and atmospheric composition is 
considered accurate to approximately 0.5%. See Bevis et al., [1992] and Bevis et al., 
[1994] for further discussion on the mathematical expression of refractivity. 
Substituting equation (18) into equation (16) yields the following integral.
If atmospheric bending is ignored, a reasonable assumption for satellites 
above 5° elevation angle [Sokolovskiy et al., 2001], Equation (19) can be simplified to 
contain only the integral of refractivity.
The delay described by the first term in the integral is called the slant 
hydrostatic delay (SHD). The second term is known as the slant “wet” delay (SWD). 
The summation of the two is the slant total delay (STD=SHD+SWD). Equation (19) 
represents the term in observation equations (l)-(4).
The integral in equation (19) is dependent on both the atmospheric 
composition and the path of the signal. As the elevation angle of a satellite decreases, 
the length of the path through the neutral atmosphere increases. Scaling the slant path 
delay to its equivalent delay if the satellite was at zenith is expressed below.
Where ZTD is the zenith total delay, ZHD is the zenith hydrostatic delay, and 
ZWD is the zenith-wet delay. ZTD is equivalent to the vertical integral of equation
(19). ZHD and ZWD are the vertical integrals of each component of equation (19). 
The terms mh(0) and mw(6) are called the hydrostatic mapping function and the wet 
mapping function. Analytic expressions of these mapping functions have been 
formulated by Davis et al. [1985] and Niell [1996], They are based on the continued 
fraction of l/sin(0).
(21) ZTD = ZHD + ZWD = SHD SWD+
mh(6) mw(6)
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1(22) m ( 0 ) m --------------------- l- ± c ------------
sin(0) + ---------- -———
sin(0) + ------------
sin (0) + c
In the case of Niell, the coefficients in equation (22) were computed by ray 
tracing through the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. These coefficients vary as a function 
of station latitude, day of year, and altitude. Rocken et al [2001] and Niell [2001] 
developed a method where the mapping function is computed for a specific time and 
location using a numerical weather model. The advantage of this “direct mapping” or 
“dynamic mapping” should be in its improved representation of current atmospheric 
conditions.
Hydrostatic and wet mapping functions are similar but not identical. The wet 
mapping function is slightly larger and much more variable. The difference is related 
to the scale heights of water vapor (2-3 km) and the neutral atmosphere (closer to 8 
km). At 10° elevation angle, the hydrostatic mapping function is between five and 
six. At 5° elevation it is approximately 10.
In standard GPS analysis packages, the tropospheric delay is assumed to be 
adequately defined with either a time varying zenith value that is the same for all 
satellites, or a time varying delay with an additional linear horizontal gradient [Bar- 
Sever et al., 1998; Davis et al., 1993]. The ZHD can be computed using a surface 
pressure measurement [Davis et al., 1985; Saastamoinen, 1972] and can be scaled to 
a SHD using the mh(6) mapping function.
The amount of water vapor in the atmosphere is poorly correlated to surface 
humidity measurements. Therefore, the ZWD (and therefore SWD) cannot be 
accurately computed using surface measurements. ZWD is therefore included as an 
estimated parameter in the inverse modeling of the observation equations [Rocken, 
1988]. The output of the estimation results in a time varying ZWD value that 
represents the following integral.
(23) ZWD= (3.73x105)(10-6) f  p d z  = (3.73xl05)(10^)/?„J ^ d z
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Where Rv is the gas constant for water vapor and pv is the water vapor density.
4.3 Scaling ZWD to PW
Precipitable water (PW) is defined as the integrated water vapor density 
(IWV) divided by the density of liquid water. The path of the integral is in the zenith 
direction, directly above a location.
(24) PW  = -IW V  = -  [ p vdz = —  f % dz 
p  p J pRv J T
The units of IWV are typically expressed as (kg/m2). The units of PW are 
expressed as millimeters of liquid water. The ratio of equations (23) and (24) can be 
computed and simplified.
—  f — dz
n -  P W  -  &  T____________ i T
ZWD (3.73x 105)(l0“6)J*(etv/ r 2)Jz 0.373p/?v m 
(25) where
t Jj Vl .W l
The ratio of the two vertical integrals in (25) is called the weighted “mean 
temperature” Tm. Bevis et al. [1992] used approximately 9,000 radiosonde 
observations from the United States to derive a relationship between Tm and surface 
temperature (Ts).
(26) Tm =70.2 + 0.72x7;
Using Equation (26) for locations within the continental United States should 
yield Tm values that are accurate to approximately 2%. Equation (27) provides a 
simple relationship to scale the estimated GPS quantity of ZWD to PW.
IWV
(27) PW = - - -  = !!• ZWD 
P
The ratio of PW to ZWD is typically somewhere near 0.15. This implies that a 
PW value of 1 mm will correspond to a ZWD of 6.5 mm.
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The methods described above have been used extensively to show that GPS is 
an accurate, all-weather, instrument for measuring PW [Rocken et a l ,  1995; Rocken 
et a l ,  1997]. Instruments like microwave water vapor radiometers (MWR) are able to 
measure PW with better than 5% accuracy [Revercombe et a l ,  2003]. Comparisons 
between GPS and MWRs indicate their agreement to approximately 5%. In an 
absolute comparison, this represents a root mean square agreement of 1.5 mm for 
stations in mid-latitudes where PW amounts commonly range from 10-50 mm and 
average around 30 mm. Comparisons of GPS PW to data collected from radiosondes 
also show agreement of approximately 1.5 mm or better. For a mid-latitude, 
continental location, PW values can range between 10 and 50 mm throughout a year.
The relatively good agreement between GPS and MWR techniques is 
encouraging in that the fundamental physics in the two methods are different. An 
MWR relies on the emission of radiation from atmospheric water vapor to derive a 
brightness temperature measurement, which is then related to PW. GPS relates path 
delay to PW. In addition to the different physical principles implemented in the 
retrieval methods, there is another difference between PW derived from an MWR and 
GPS. The two instruments sample vastly different volumes of atmosphere. The beam 
width of an MWR is between 5° and 10°. The small solid angle associated with this 
narrow beam width ensures that an MWR provides a true measure of the water vapor 
directly over an instrument. This is in contrast to GPS. GPS software packages 
frequently use all observations collected above an elevation angle of 5° or 10°. This 
low elevation mask creates a volume of atmosphere that is quite large and often times 
contain significant variations. When there is significant variability in water vapor 
amounts, the GPS PW estimate might not accurately represent what is directly above 
a station. Enhancing the GPS method to resolve the water vapor amount in each 
satellite direction provides the opportunity to characterize the atmosphere in a more 
detailed and precise manner. This leads to the concept of SW.
4.4 Slant Water Vapor Retrieval
The method of using GPS to estimate PW is described above. To summarize, 
a GPS receiver measures the elapsed time for a signal to propagate from a satellite to
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the receiving antenna. As part of this travel time, the signal is delayed and bent by the 
atmosphere. A portion of this atmospheric delay, the hydrostatic portion, can be 
calculated and removed using a surface pressure measurement. The remaining portion 
of the delay, which corresponds to the wet component of the excess delay, is 
estimated as a parameter in the inversion of the observation equations. This inversion 
assumes that the wet delay to all satellites can be accurately modeled using a time 
varying zenith parameter that is scaled to the elevation angle of the satellite by a 
mapping function mw(6). Most GPS analysis packages try to improve on this simple, 
horizontally homogeneous, model with the additional estimation of horizontal 
atmospheric gradient terms [Bar-Sever et al., 1998; Davis et al., 1993]. While 
gradients do provide some increased spatial resolution of the water vapor fields, the 
atmospheric structure is often times highly variable and cannot accurately be 
described with this simple linear model. This has been confirmed in a recent analysis 
by Aonashi [2004] which indicates that when estimating horizontal gradients with a 
pointing MWR, the residuals from the estimate represent a larger portion of the 
azimuthal variability than the estimated gradient term.
At first glance, it seems that the optimal method of determining SW would be 
to estimate it directly during the inversion of the observation equations. This is not 
possible using traditional, over-determined least squares techniques. The estimation 
of station coordinates and ambiguities makes the independent parameterization of 
rapidly changing delays in the direction of individual satellites impossible. If this 
method were implemented, it would lead to a parameterization with an 
underdetermined set of linearly independent observations. This is especially true 
when satellite and receiver clock errors are not removed through double differences. 
Instead, the retrieval of SW combines the ZWD estimate and the un-modeled 
residuals ( Sf) from the estimation to create the slant-wet delay. The SWD is scaled to 
SW through the same II factor that is used to scale ZWD to PW. The expression of 
SW can be represented by equation (28).
(28) SW* = n  x (mw(0) x ZWLh- S*)
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The term ( Sf) corresponds to the residual that is saved in the estimation step 
and is equivalent to r in eqiiation (15). If the observations are accurately modeled, 
and the estimated parameters are not biased, the residuals contain information on how 
the model differs from the actual observations. By constraining the estimate of the 
station coordinates to precisely determined values, resolving ambiguities, and using 
precise IGS satellite orbit products, the parameter that is modeled most inaccurately is 
the ZWD parameter. The resulting residuals then contain information on how well (or 
poorly) the observations matched the model. If the residual of an observation is 
negative, the ray to that satellite path passes through atmosphere that contains less 
water vapor compared to the mapped ZWD estimate. If the residual is positive, it 
represents a ray that traveled through a volume of atmosphere that is wetter than the 
ZWD estimate. Combining the ZWD value with the residual produces the SW value.
The use of double difference observations eliminates the errors associated 
with satellite and receiver clock errors. This makes the double difference observation 
more accurate than one between a single satellite and receiver. However if there are N 
ground stations, and M satellites at any instance in time, there can only be (N-l) x 
(M-l) linearly independent double difference observations. The direct transformation 
from double-difference residuals to one-way residuals is therefore impossible. The 
use of constraints has been used to unwrap the double difference residuals into so 
called “zero difference” residuals. The term “zero difference” is used because they 
are derived from double difference residuals. The transformation of double-difference 
residuals to zero difference residuals is described in Alber et al. [2000],
The steps involved in transforming GPS observations into estimates of SW are 
diagramed in Figure 2. The GPS observations are collected and stored in individual 
files grouped by station. The observations are combined into double differences to 
remove satellite and receiver clock errors. These double differences are scanned (by 
computing the time derivative) for data outliers and blunders. Where possible, the 
double difference observations are repaired. Once outliers have been edited and 
repaired, the double difference observations are used as input in the parameter 
estimation routine. Initially, the observations are processed by individual baseline (all 
observations between two stations) to resolve carrier phase ambiguities. Ambiguities
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are estimated as parameters (first using the L5, then the L3 linear combination) and 
stored with the observations so that they can be reintroduced as known values later. 
Ambiguities are solved in a separate step because they are essentially nuisance 
parameters that are not correlated between stations. In the final analysis step, the 
following parameters are estimated: station coordinates, unresolved phase 
ambiguities, and zenith wet troposphere delays. The station coordinate parameters are 
tightly constrained to the previous week’s coordinate solution. Constraining the 
coordinates to these accurate a priori values improves the estimation of the ZWD 
parameters. Once the ZWD values are estimated, they are used as input to compute 
the un-modeled double difference residuals. These residuals are stored and inverted 
into one way residuals using the zero mean assumptions [Alber et al., 2000]. The 
ZWD values and the zero difference residuals are then combined to create SWD 
values that can be scaled to SW using the II factor.
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Figure 2: Diagram of processing steps in the computation of GPS SW.
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4.5 Simulation Experiment
A simulation experiment was conducted to quantify the errors associated with 
GPS derived SW. In this simulation, the NCAR/Penn State MM5 model was used to 
reproduce a squall line that moved across the Southern Great Plains on October 30 
1999. This storm has previously been used in an evaluation of SW to improve 
forecasting capabilities [Ha et al., 2002]. The MM5 model was configured to run at 3 
km horizontal resolution with 50 vertical layers, and was initialized using the 
National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) global analysis field [Parrish 
and Derber, 1992], The model was integrated forward over a 6-hour period. The 
squall line developed a sharp gradient of pressure, temperature and moisture, with 
rain forming along the squall-line boundary. Figure 3 shows model fields of sea level 
pressure and temperature (top panel), vertically integrated water vapor (middle 
panel), and accumulated rainfall (bottom panel) for the model run. The model 
generates a complex atmospheric state similar to actual conditions, but the observed 
rainfall differs from the model forecast in time, intensity, and location.
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Figure 3: Model output fields used in the SW simulation -  pressure and temperature 
(top), precipitable water (middle), hourly accumulation of rainfall (bottom).
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Slant hydrostatic and wet delays were computed by ray tracing through model 
fields. Realistic GPS station locations and satellite geometries were used. Examples 
of the zenith scaled hydrostatic and wet delays are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
All figures in this simulation plot hydrostatic and wet delays instead of SW or PW. 
Recall that the scale factor relating delay to water vapor is approximately 0.15. As 
can be seen from the figures, the model-generated atmosphere is quite variable. This 
is especially true when the storm approaches and passes over each station. 
Throughout the model run, the hydrostatic delay has variability of less than 5 mm at 
any instant. In contrast, the wet delay has smaller magnitude, but displays a 
variability of almost 40 mm.
The fine scale resolution of the 3-km model run made it computationally 
difficult to create a domain that spanned the continental United States. Networks 
spanning large horizontal lengths are necessary to retrieve absolute ZWD estimates 
[Rocken et al., 1993]. To simulate a network with continental coverage, a second 
model run was created over the entire US, but with a horizontal resolution of 25 km 
and 2j vertical layers. This coarse resolution simulation had less variability in model 
fields, but was useful in generating delays for stations located outside the 3 km 
resolution domain. A map of stations used in the simulation is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 4: Simulated, zenith scaled, hydrostatic delay (lower), wet delay (middle), and 
total delay (upper). Each color represents a different satellite.
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Figure 5: Simulated delays for station NDSK.
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